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Arson Suspected In One

Three Morning
Fires Keep Loce
Firefighters But;
lion of the home. untied lo
Nichols, was occupied
Williams and his lanai
downstairs apartment
Aube-Miner.
Owens said the fire app,.The first fire,reported Was at an auto
started in the living room area
body shop on N. 16th Street Extended.
Williams apartment, most pi 01,•
Murray Fire Department- personnel,
a giTa. Tre said the exact ea
who had been authorized by mayor profire has not yet been rietri
tem C. C. Lowry to assist the -Rescue
Fireinen hurriedly Oitere,'
Squad at that fire,- Were summoned
ing home ',When it was feat 01
back to town toa blaze ins house in the - -- neighbor that Sortie et u
400 block of Vine Street.
children might still be inside. J11,1
Later in the morning, MFD trucks 'vended is he the mother air is ed
responded to a fire on the fourth floor of
scene and reported dat the h.:
Wells Hall on the Murray State Univerwere iiichoo,L,
sity campus.
• -Owens-sa id the-4oittse-sir*-iii-...4
The fire at the auto shop on N. 16th
tensive fire, smoke and ss ater
was reported shortly tv ore 8:30 a nt. du the upper star,
• r.The shop,owned by Ray Griffin and run
ment received heavy smoke and tn.
by Will Ed Dunnaway, was completely
damage_
engulfed in flames when the fire
Later in the morning, tlw
fighters arrived on the scene, a squad
Yire Departinent responded tp
spokesman said.
Wells hall fire where a toilet seat
The spokesman said the cause of the
public restroain on Ow fourth
fire has not been determined. He said it
the building Aas found to he
possibly could have started in the. north
Owens reported.
end of the shop,
1 he bulkhug-rhous-cs .•,.
Contents of the shop have not been
ministrative offices. :orloilioa
.determined,the spcilcesinan said, but an
university presnleni.,-. aii Ii undetermined number of a utomotilles
faculty offices and the student Is
were thought to be within the building,
service, was IN}11211;!11211.
which was totally destroyed.
Owens said fire doicage os
•
Fire fighters were still at the scene at
Billie restroam at ea but sa w',
presstime today *ad no other ,details
was evident on a major portion ,:
fourth floor of the budding
__Heavy darnage _was rliorth,Lat_ the
Tr(
Ilse tire Inspuapi
ho-use-on Vine Street by • city Fire Ininvestigation indicates the' rite
spector Phil Owens: The upstairs par"definitely arson."
It was a busy morning for Murray
Fire Department and Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad officials as they
were kept occupied, with three separate
fires.

TWO OF FIRES - Three fires reported in and around Murray today
kept the Calloway-County Fire'Rescue Squad and the Murray Fire
Department busy. At left, firefighters pour water on a blaze that
engulfed an auto body shop on N. 16th Extended.Smoke billows from a

inside today
•

The Murray State University men's and women's basketball teams each ha"
approaching games. For complete details on the outlook of both contests, and
for if feature and !Adios on the upcoming-MSC' rodeo, see page 8-A of today s
sports section.
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clear and cold
Clear and cold-tonight, lows-in
the upper 20s. Sunny and warmer
Thursday with highs in the Mid
and upper 50s,- •
Lake Levels
'155.1
. Lake Barkley
'1553
Kentucky Lakt;

house on Vine Street(above right) that sustained heavy damage. University students and Wells Ffill workers mill around outside the campus
structure that was evacuated because of afire on the fourth floor late
Stan Photos By Matt Sande". Gene McCutcheon and Debbie Lee
this morning.

TVA Closes Loophole
For +forrre-Irrs-ulation Loans
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( AP) -- The
Tennessee Valley Authority, closing an
apparent loophole exploited by some
home " builders, will quit providing
interest-free loans • to insulate new
houses next June..
We have discovered what may be a
loopholc.." 'TVA Liener,41 Manager Bill
Walls said Tuesday In 'announcing the
change in the seven-state agency's •
three-year-old home insulation program..
"Builders may be tempted to construct new homes without insulation,
knowing.that the homeowner can obtain
the insulatian later with an interest-free
loan," Willis said.
The government utility announced
the change six months before it takes
effect to give builders, real estate
agents and home buyers sufficient warfling, he said,
The nest policy arises from a squab-

City Planners
To Assist In
Plant Location

BAPTIST STUDENT CENTER - The new Baptist Student Center at Murray
State University is scheduled to open in early January. The center, housing
the campus Baptist Student lotion, is conveniently located near the main..
dormitory complex at the cornerof Chestnut and Waldrop Streets.
Photo hy lob nns %Adler

Baptist Student Union
Will Open In January
Students at Murray State. University
soon will have only a short walk to the
new Baptist Student Center when the
$617,000 facility lOcated near the main
dormitory complet opens in January.
The center, which will house the campus Baptist Student Union (BSU), was
purposely located on a lot at the corner
of Waldrop and Chestnut Streets near
the dormitories to give students easy
access to it. Interim BSU Director Ruth
Gray said the total cost includes $42,000
donated by the Murray First Baptist
Church to buy the lot.
- The long-awaited center, which has
been planned for several years, was
authorized by the 'Kentucky Baptist
Convention in 1978. It will be the newest
BSU center on any state campus when
its doors are open to students in
January: An‘open house is tentatively
schedided to-coincide with the start of'
the -spring semester. The exact date
will be announced later, Miss Gray
said.
- In addition to being more convenient..
than the present center at 108 N. 15th
St., the building,is much More spacious.
Its 14,000 square feet include a 65-by-40
foot assembly hall with redwood panel;
•
•
•

mg and beams, skylights and suspended light fixtures; a large lounge witb a
fireplace, two classrooms, library, a
residence on the ground floor for the
director and a multi-purpose room with
cooking facilities.
, Miss Gray, a 1979 Murray State
graduate who was named acting director when the Rev. Richard Poe was
assigned to do missionary work in
Chile, said the kitchen facilities will
enable an expanded fellowship
ministry. Dinners for international
students on campus are planned, she
said.
"The kitchen in the old center is very
small.- We hope to have uumerous
-fellowship spaghetti and pizediagnaera
and to haye special events forthe internationals on campur"said Mr-is-Gray.
The old center, located on the south -end of the campus,is planned to be sold.
A permanenlIdirector for the BSU is expected to be named by the Kentucky
Baptist Convention, which has offices in
Middletown,early next year.
•• Paducah architect Bob Scay of LPS
Associates Inc., designed, the -entcr
with a contemporary style. Crouch Construction CO., of Mayfield is the contractor.

•

ble with home builders about TVA's
plans to add $500 to $24)00 penalty on
electric hookbp fees tor new homes
which fail to meet in.sulktion'and other
-nergy conservation standards.
Responding to _pleas from builders
i.nd TVA's retail.distributors, Senate
Republican Leader:Eluvial d Baker last
week warned officials not to adopt the
proposal until the Senate Public Works
Committee holds oversight hearings on
the embattled agency next February.
TVA Chairman S. David Freeman
and Director Richard M. Freeman
have indicated their tentative support
for the hookup penalties. Director Bob
Clement opposes them, saying home
buyers rather than federal bureaucrats
should determine hay much insulation
they can afford.
Since the program began in 1977,TVA
hasforwarded $97.5 million in interestfree loans to its customers in seven
states for home energy audits, insulation and other weatheriza tion
measures.

-

Stock Average Crosses ?,ONLevel For First Time In 4 Years
NEW YORK (AP)- The Dow Jones
industrial average crossed the 1,000
level for the first time in almost four
years today as the stock market continued its post-election rally.
The widely recognized average of 30
big-name stocks, which climbed 11.69
onluesday,rose another 2.31 to 1,000.26
by 11:30 a.m. today.
'It last closed above 1,000 at 1,004.65 on
Dec. 31, 1976.
Gainers held a slight edge on losers in.
the late-morning tally of New York
Stock Exchangelisted issues.
Trading was heavy, with the, consolidated ticker tape reporting trades in
NYSE issues running more that) 10

_minutes late in the early going
The DoW-1,000 level has
siderablepsychologreal signit
the market over the past deca. •
eyes of many anal sin osn,
several major ralh-s
back al around that poi
The at ei ace rczo, hod ,!,
711,
11
mg high .1
Broken--

•

j !I

market to meet with
1,(100 this time apparently dui sonl,
ing at the opening today lint the! ;.
prices began climbing again an
tinning hope's for an luiri
economic and business climate
President-cleil Ramild I1e1an

Lending assistance-for the location of
an industry in the Murray Tappan plant
was Set as a primary goal of the plann. ing and zoning, office_ for 1981, Steve
Zea, city planner, said Tuesday at the
Murray Planning ConunisSion meeting;
Zea said he will look into the possibilicreate some kind of ''package to be-an
incentive" for an industry to locatp in
Murray.
Other current planning projects include the North Douglas Community
Rehabilitation Program, which ,has
rehabilitated about 45 homes, Zea said.
He added about $600,000 of the $998,000
federal grant has been used for
residences in the North Douglas area.
Public improvements included in the
project, that were completed this suminer,,,were improvement,of waterlines,
curbs and gutters and street repair. Zea
said the city plans to apply for another
grant for --strnilar improvements
elsewhere.

'Jaws Of Life' Free
Accident Victim;
In Critical tondition
Murray Fire Department perSiiimel
worked.25 minutes.to fcde a Murray
man with the "Jaws of life" equipment
following a one-Velni0e-aeCident'Tuesday nightatEluland VineStreets.
Riley. W. Dunn, Route 6, Murray, is
listed in critical condition in the inte_nsive.care unit of the'Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Dunn,-- 60, has lacerations to the eye and internatinju'ries.
According to Murray Police reports,
a 1977 Firrd pickup truck driven by '
pluIrt., left the roadway,- struck a'
signpost alai a brick etU before spinning around and landing on its.op, The'
• acthdvfoccurred at 9:19 pin,

.--..--••••••••••••••..yarasr.•

-4••••.••••-

ARTS COMMITTEE - Representatives of vanous cultural.and civic groups in the Murray area recently formed a
committee to jointly promote the arts in Murray and the Jackson Purchase. Members of the committee and the
groups they represent, from left, seated, are Margaret Trevathan, Calloway County Public Library; Doralyn Isinier,
Murray City Schools; Betty Lowry and Libby Hart, Civic Music Association; Suzanne Johnson, Community Theatre,
and Cecilia Brock, Murray Woman's Club. Standing are Paul Shahan, Murray State College of Creative Expression.
Dr. Jack Rose, Calloway County Schools; Gfin Jeffrey, Murray City Schools; Larry Bartlett, Community Theatre;
Davida French, Purchase Area Development District:JIM Parsons, Murray State College of Creative Espression• Par- bara McCuiston and Ray Dann, Calloway County Schools; Dr. A. H. Kopperud, Calloway County Puhlir I ibrais "1
Harry Cartwright, Murray Art Guild.
-

Localdirts Committee Formed
Formation of an arts committee may give.liariouS Murray'
and Jackson Purchase groups interested in cultural programs a means to'promote the arts and jointly plan activities, according to Dr. Bill Parsons, dean of the College of
Creative Expression at Murray State University. .
Representatives of schools, cultural and civio organizations recently formed the. Murray-Calloway County Arts
. Committee: A sdeoTnaOriaaizational meebui "Was scheduled
this Week with selection Of officers included on the agenda!
An activity tentatively planned by, the committee it
declaration-of April as arts month in Muftay. The month

• 'o•soo1eipstagyismoweingarte44041

would be part of the Callers orthe Arts vi.eek in ApriCiii:cording-to Dr. Parsons.
.
.
The committee in corning months will explore -various,
ways the arts may be promoied-in Murray and the Jackson
Purchase. A regtilar.meeting datesfor the group will soon be
scheduled, he said.
Otheuroposals to promote the arts which are being con'clittora an arts calendar, establish-sidered
ment of a central ticket.sales office, fo,.,;;J.,.,;
not
Outreach program and providing arts t
sons.
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Community Happenings Are Listed

Wednesday,Nov. 19
Murray Calloway County
Mental Health-Mental Retardation Board of Directors are
scheduled to meet at 3 p.m. at
the center.

Thursday, Nov.20

'-Men's Stag Ntght will be
field at 6 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club with Tonuny
Sanders, Bill Fandrich, Al
Lindsey, and Larry Ryan in
. Bible Overview will meet at ,charge of arrangements.
6:30 p.m. in the high school
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
class fOOM of the First ChrisOrder of the Eastern Star will
tian Church.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
Women of the Moose of Mur- hall.
ray Lodge No. 2011 will have a
potluck meal at 8 p.m. at the
Intercollegiate rodeo, sponlodge hall with Teddi Terzo of sored by Murray State Univerguest.
Ilion, N. Y., as special
sity Rodeo Club, will be at 7:30
Formal dreU be used.
p.m. at the West Kentucky
Reception for Charles Livestock and Exposition
Harper,artist, with 0.F. N. C. Center. Tickets are $3.50 for
Club as host, will be from 5 to adults, $2.50 for students, and
8:30 p.m. at the Blackford $1.50 for children.6 to 12.
-House Gallery, Dixieland
Carol Poe Group of First
Shopping Center. Club
will meet at 7
members will be selling his Baptist Church
with Mrs. Danny Woods.
p.m.
"Koalakoala."
print,
First United Methodist
Church Men will have a dinner
meeting at 6:30 pan. in the
church social hall with Dr.
Mark Wittier, professor- ofpolitical science at Murray
State,as the speaker.
_ Delta Epsilon chapter of
Sigma Theta Tau, national
nursing honor society,- will
meet it 7 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade. Members will meet
at 6 p.m.for the meal.

Thursday, NOV.20
. Screening clinic for
-hypertension,- diabetes, and
anemia will be held by the
Murray State University
Senior Community Health
Nursing Students at 10 a.m. at
the Ellis Coniniunity Center.
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club Will have a
breakfast at 9:30 a.m, at the
clullhouse.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman:s Club will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Members note. change of
meeting date.
.
Knights of Columbus officers will meet 47:30 p.m. in
the Paiishi Center, St. Less
Catholic Chervil-- -

After School Bible Club will
meet at the First Christian
Church. .
*Legion of Mary meeting will
be at llra.m. in the rectory of
St. Leo's Catholic Church. A
light luncheon will follow in
the Parish Center.
Women of St. John's
Episcopal Church will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the home of
Frances Fletcher, 502 North
Sixth Street.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to Meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Center.
"Meet the Lakers Night"
will include a chili slipper at
5:30 p.m. and intersquad
scrimmage for both boys and
girls basketball teams at
Calloway County High School s
at 7 p.m. Cost for the chili will s
be $2 andhar the scrimmage
will be $2, sponsored by the
Calloway. County Boosters
Club, to open the 198041
basketball season at the
school.
.
.
Douglas Center and Hazel
Center will be open from 10
a.m. to 2 p.in. for activities by
the Senior Citizenswith lunch
at 12 'noon at Douglas and at
11:45 a.m. at Hazel.

Visitation in observance of
American Education Week
will be held at the Murray
Ellis Center will be open
Middle School from 9 a.m. to from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for the
2:30 p.m.
Senior Citizens with work to be
for the bazaar on Friday at the
center. .Ltinch will be at 12
Thrv Thur.
noon. Table games will not be
played.
John

TiavolLa

'URBAN
COWBOY'(PG)
Genital Clv • 7513314

Thra Thur.
7:00,9:25
GOLDIE HAWN
as

PRIVATE
BENJAMIN

Thru 1 / 27
, 1D, 9 00
Don Knotts•Tim Conway
"The
Private Eyes"(PG)

CheVnut St •753 3314

Thursday,Nov.211
Reception for .Charles
Harper. artist. will be from 4
to 8 p.m. at the fraternity
house of Phi Kappa Tau
fraternity, 917 North 16th
Street. Fraternity members
will be selling his print,
"Dream Team."
Wesley Foundation, Murray
State, will sponsor a Fast Day
at the Wesley House,109 North
14th Street, Murray. Water
and light soup will be served
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Contributions for World Hunger
will be taken and for information calt753-9859.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at
6:45 p.m. at Deneans at the
Holiday Inn. This will be the
annual birthday party with
Pauline Jones Crbmp of
Cadiz, president-elect of the
Kentucky B&PW,as speaker.

‘)

Hospice Program 011
"Management of Pain and
Nursing" will be from 3 to 5
p.m. at the Murray-Callowkn
County Hospital.
. Club Membership Social
will be held at 5:30 p.m. at
Murray Country Club.
"Cosmos: The Voyage to the
Stars" will be the _program
narrated by Crl Sagen in the
multi-media production on the
exploration of space at 8 p.m.
at the Golden Pond Visitors
Center Theater, Land
Between the Lakes.

•

GUI

speci
meet
BAZAAR FRIDAY — The ninth annual Senior Citizens Christmas Bazaar will be held
Friday, Nov. 21, from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the Ellis Community Center, Ellis Drive,
Murray. Handmade items including crochet caps, scarfs, house shoes, afghans, collars,
decorations, clowns, pillows, baby clothes, yardstick holders, humpty dumpty, snow
flakes, hot pads, cathedral pillows, tote bags, pillow cases, aprons, decorated eggs,
and quilts will be on sale. Also included will be a white elephant table and a baked
goods table. In the top photo are from left, Thyra Crawford, Minnie Bell Shrader,
Jewell Jones, and standing, Trilby Cunningham. In the bottom photo are from left,
Florence Houston, alma Cooper, Treva Washer, and Erma Lovett. The public is urged
to support the Senior Citizens on this special fund raising project, a spokesman said.

On tl
club.

Golden Age Club will meet
at 12 noon at the social hall of
the First United Methodist
Church. Mrs. Ola Bailey will
cook the turkey and stuffing.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at 7
p.m. at the home of Chris Loftis.
•

Members of the MurrayCalloway County Service Unit
of The Salvation Army will
meet at 12 noon at the Triangle
Inn.

a

Friday, Nov.21
Ninth annual Senior Citizens
Christmas Bazaar will be held
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center. All
types of haadmede items,
white elephant table, and baked goods will be on sale.

I
MARRIED 25 YEARS — Mr. and Mrs. Pat Shea recently
observed their 25th wedding anniversary on Oct. 30
while she was a patient at St. Mary's Hospital, Rochester,
Minn. The nurses on her wing had a cake baked and
came to Mrs. Shea's room and sang "Happy Anniversary"
to the couple. Mrs. Shea is the former Frances Wilson.
They were married Oct. 30, 1955, at Corinth, Miss. Mr.'
and Mrs. Shea have returned from Rochester and are
now at their home on Kentucky Lake. Mr. Shea is retired
from the Armed Forces and Mrs. Shea is the Circuit Court
Clerk for Calloway County.

Magazine Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Harry
Sparks. Members note.change
of earlier date.
Douglas and Hazer Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Douglas at 12 noon and at
Hazel at 11:45 am.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m. for morning shopping anp by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.

I

Library Meet Held

Helen Hodges, area dramatist, presented her interpretation of the book,fibs: In Search of Self, at the fall meeting of
the First District Library Association held recently at Denean's Restaurant, Murray.
The president, Vickie Ragsdale, presided. Elected as officers for 1981 were Milissia Sledd, Murray, president; Sara
Crumbler,'Paducah, president-elect; Doris Case, Ballard
County,secretary-treasurer.

MI
Club
The)
Thin

Observations
City Beautiful-.
Everyone's Project
By Lochle Hart

A.

_ .
In cooperation with the
Plant for The Year-Round roses - no spraying. The blue
Chamber of Commerce who is Beauty,
and pink hydrangia stood the
entering the All Kentucky City
Each season claims some drought the past season Why
Award program, The Murray for its own, ones that,are not one or two in every front
Woman's Club,as usual is par- reliable, In the spring- yard to make color?
ticipating. The Garden Club redbuds, iris that never dies,
In the fall, right now even
Department is sponsoring the daffodils and jonquils; tulips,
Mums are year-round
planting of bulbs in the flower magnolias - pretty the year :friends and multiply like wild
beds in the new public park, round; violets, lily of the fire..No reason Why the front
and featuring special articles valley, crab apple and yard plantings could not have
for the press. The Delta dogwood.
a fall bouquet in various colors
Department is sponsoring the
In the summer - lilacs, until way after frost. The
newly offered Hospice pre- peonies, lilies, marigolds, , maples, black gums and burngram that is in progress in the petunias, zenias, crepe myrtle ing bushes make a riot of
Hospital.
and roses: Once these are color.
Whether the public library started, they ire with you
Winter beauties are holly
and the heart and cancer always - except the marigolds, trees, magnolias, redwood
it
(which was promoted until
zenias, petunias which are and cedars. If every residence
was able to pay her own way) started from seed yearly. The in the city and country could•
drives that the Woman's Club roses require attention. I have these beauties, our comsponsors annually will count found a cure for buds and munity could not be forgotten
on this Award program, re- aphids on roses. Plant by those who came or resided
mains for the heads of the marigolds in the bed with the here.
•
drive to determine.
[
iir,
Dixieland Center-Murray, Ky11111111111111111en a
About every 2 to 4 years,
"City Beautiful" conJust Received
I ZOD"
sciousness arrives and we go
New
ShipmentOf
into an attempt to make.the
LACOSTE
town pretty for usand visitors
IZOD FOR HER!
the year round. One year, conSweaters, Shirts,
centrated effort was made to
Velours, Rainslickers
plant trees and roses on the
.
highway on the east approach
to the city, and in vantage
points around. The planting
Tredltlaml Cleflolas For Ganthineita s.d Leaf,'
was done, but there was no
way to cultivate and save
-.100.4140Mon-Sal. 9:00 a.m.-; p.m
them from natural deaths.
The only surviving roses are
the odes in the triangle at
South Fourth and Sycamore
Streets. That bed was Ruth
Kennedy's pet project when
she was president of the
Woman's Club. In spite of
some grass and weeds, they
corftinue to produce blooms on
ragged untended bushes.
While L. D. Miller was the
secretary of the Chamber, he
led the drive to make the
court square looked like
somebody cared. Half barrels
filled with blooming plants
were stationed on the four
sides of the square. Because
there was no one to water and
care for them, they soon
became an eyesore.
Some cities include plantwatering and caring in the
budget, and is done by the fire
Excluding Handicraft and
or street departments. In this
Bridal Registry Items
case, the Plants in boxes, beds
and barrels are replaced with
new ones when the old ones
begin to show they have done
their do.
r can't' remember how
Many dogwood and redbud
plantings we have had. Usually the redbuds survive a few
years, but the dogwoods are
delicate. We have planted four
at different times. They all
died during a drought. The one
I have now is a voltinteer',
vtti,, 4.1 A.,
'
• presumably planted by a bird
dropping. I had to water it the
Mon-Sat. 7:00-5:00
753-8738
past summer to keep it alive.

Budangbam Rap, itb.

VISIT BOARD OFFICE — Girl Scout Troop 31 36 recently took trips to the Calloway
• County Board of education and to the fisher Price Toy Plant to learn about career opportunities. Girls attending were, left to right, front row, Kellye Geurin, Rhonda Dunn,
Michelle Ymingblood, Jennifer Parrish, back row, Debbie Mott, Shari Steen, Lori
Crouse,Jennifer Garland, Lee Ann Key, and Valerie Jones. Leaders were Sandra Parrish
and Patricia Parrish,

TWO GUESTS
OMITTED,LIST
In the story of the birthday
party for Jerry Thomas
Eldridge, the names of his un- 11-10-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
cle, Brent Clark, and grandWatkins, baby boy
father, Ray Clark, were omitted from those attending the (Dorothy) Rt.8,Benton.
DISMISALS
event.
Mrs. Deborah F. Leevh and
baby boy, at. 1, Mayfield; Joe
Pat James, 803'Doran Road,
Murray; Mrs. Tammy L.
Salyer, Rt. 1, Benton; Mrs.
Linda L. Lester, CR Box 2,
New Concord; Kenneth C.
Bucchi, Woods Hall, Murray.
Mrs:- Louella Jones and
baby boy, 7/456 Riviera Court,
Murray; Mrs. Thelma E.
From Florida
Wilson,206 Skylark, Mayfield;
Week of Dec. 15
James W. Filbeck, Rt. 2, Benton; Harold Speight, 402 South
$9.25
16th Street, Murray.

OSPITAL NEWS

FRESH
CITRUS FRUIT
•Direct
•Delivered
Navel Oranges. 4/5 bu
Pink Seedless Grapefruit 4/5 bu
Orlando Tangelos, 4/5 bu
HiDensity Frozen Orange Juice

$7.25
$8.00
$23.00

24 12 Or Cans(Makes 72 Ozs

Pecans, one pound bag

$4.05

No Later Than Nov.24th
Place Your Order With

Calloway CoUnty Farm Bureau
753-4703

Friday, Nov.21
Mothers Morning.Out will be
at the First Christian
•
Church.

Mothers Day Out will be
held atBarri. at the Fii st Baptist Church._

HOSPITAL NEWS
11-8--80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Shultz, baby boy (Angela),
Box 34, Sedalia.
DISMISSALS
Lottie R. Sommer, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Mrs. Margaret L.
Lowe, Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Janis
S. Hicks and baby boy, 1661
College Terrace, Murray;
Raymond H. Joyce, Rt. 3,
Murray.
Mrs. Dora K. Cope, at. 6,
Murray; Sherri K. Gallimore,
Rt. 1, Murray; Mrs. Marilyn
D.Shroat,1017 Story, Murray;
Bobby J. Perry, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs. Margaret A. Cole,
Rt,8, Mayfield.
William Travis Middleton,
811 North 16th Street, Murray;
Anthony. L. Thomas, at, 3,
Murray, Mrs. Dora M.Smith,
Rt. 8; Benton; Brigitte A.
Bynum,Rt. 1, Almo. '
Mrs. Cynthia E. Moore, Rt.
2, Wingo; George E. Edelen,
Hart Hall, Murray; Mrs.
Brenda K. Dennis, Rt. 5, Benton; Marell E. Orr,Hazel.
Mrs. Lavoie 0. Page, 320B
Irvan, Murray; Mrs. Opal 0.
Parker, 1512 Glendale, Murray; Mrs. Gaynelle Herndon,
323 I -van, Murray; Mrs.
Dorothy J. Littleton, 1004
Pearl, Paris, Tenn.

Friday, Nov.21
Second night of Intercollegiate Rodeo. sponsored
by MSU Rodeo Club, will
begin at 7:30 p.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. Tickets are
$4.50 for adults, $3.50 for
students, add $2.50 for
children,6 to 12.
International
Annual
Students' Thanksgiving dinner will be held at 6:30 p.m.
For information call Baptist
Student Center,753-5771.
Murray State University
jazz band and combo recital
by a 20-piece jazz band will be
at 8:30 p.m. For informtion
call 762-4288.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 753-4059.

Rt. 5, Benton; Cantrell Jones,
1701 Ryan, Murray; Larry
Jason Dunlap, Rt. 5, Paris,
Tenn.; Keila S. Edwards, 52
Shady Oaks,Murray.
Mrs. Mae Bell Bucy, Rt, 1,
New Concord; Mrs. Peggy J.
Ramsey, Box 445, Murray;
Mrs. Ruby D. Wilkerson, 919
South Sixth, Mayfield; Roger
Steele, Rt, 5, South Fulton,
Tenn.; Mrs. Margaret Tharp,
.2205 Coldwater Road, Murray.
Gregory W. Wheatley, 86
Shady Oaks, Murray; James
H. Free, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs.
Debbie S. Herbert, 216 South
12th Street, Murray; Festus
Futrell, Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs.
Jeanette McGehee, 4081
/
2
North First Street, Murray.
Adults 170
Mrs. Daisy M. Dunn, 911
Nursery 5 .
Johnny Robertson Road, Mur11-11-80
ray; Eulcie Moubray, 208
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
South 16th Street,- Murray;
Teague, baby girl (Cowin- Mrs. Laveniii L. Jones, 503
), 1008 Pearl, Paris,Tenn.
Richardson, Murray; Clayton
Gibson, baby boy (Connie), Fulton, Rt,3, Murray.
Rt.6, Mayfield.
Todd, baby boy (Mary
1, Murray.
-X-RAY DISCOVERY
Getman physicist Wilhelm
DISMISSALS
.
Mrs. Brenda K. Cobb, Rt. 7, Roentgen • announced the
Mayfield; Donald Apslerson, discovery of the X-ray in 1896.
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Thanks for a good year...
we hope your holiday will
be happy in every way.
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Come in and see us for
great gift items and bountiful savings...
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Birthday Party-

Planned Thursday By B&PW Club —Johnson-Adams Vows Planned_
At Denean's; Events Held Here

GUEST SPEAKER - Helen Hodges, left, presented a
special program on Emily Dickinson, poet, at the dinner
meeting of the Business and Professional Women's Club.
On the right is Linda Carter, program chairman for the
club.

azaar will be held
Center, Ellis Drive
afghans, collars
pty dumpty, snms
s, decorated eggs
table and a baked
nnie Bell Shrader,
loto are from left
he public is urged
pokesman said.

The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
will have its annual birthday
party on Thursday, Nov. 20, at
645 p.m. at Denean's at the
Holiday Inn.
Special guest speaker will
be Pauline Jones Crump of
Cadiz, president-elect of the
'Kentucky Federation of
B&PW Clubs.
All members are urged to
attend, according to Bobbie
Waters, Murray club president.
Special Events
The Murray club held

Presentations
Also during the week's event
the president, Mrs. Waters,
had a surprise presentation
for members that have served
in B&PW continuously for
over 30 years. Each of these
members were honored and
presented an engraved B&PW
apothecary jar.
They were Rubye Pool for 52
years; Lucille Thurman for 39
years; Mildred Ragsdale for
32 years; and Betty Vinson for
30 years..
An induction ceremony for a
new member, Billie Farley,
was conducted by the president. She was presented her
new member' packet containing her B&PW pin and certificate. She was sponsored by
Mildred Ragsdale.
Guests at a luncheon held at

Of Interest To

HOSPITAL NEWS 1

Senior Citizens)
.
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Golden,Age Club Will
Have Dinner Thursday
The Golden Age Club will
meet Thursday, Nov. 20, at 12
noon at the social hall of the
First United Methodist Church. Mrs. Ola Bailey will cook
the turkey and stuffing for the
Thanksgiving potluck dinner.
Movies of "The Story of
Arizona" and "Sun City" Will
be shown following the meal,
according to a club
spokesman who urges all
members and interested persons to attend.
At the October meeting of
the club, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Hopkins showed slides of their

1Nursing Meet Tonightl
The Delta Epsilon Chapter of the national nursing honor
society, Sigma Theta Tayu, will meet at the Sirloin Stockade
tonight(Wednesday)at 7 p.m.
Dr. Tom Muehleman of the Psychology Department, Murray State University, will speak on "Biofeedback" at the
meeting. All members are encouraged to come and 6 p.m.
and eat together prior to the program.

end Lodi.

DO a rrn

travels in Wisconsin and
Florida.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Burgoyne, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Gertzen, Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Mears, Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. 0.
C. McLemore, Paul Kingins,
and. Mesdames Naoma
Schwalm, Calista Clanton,
Modena Butterworth, Mary
Ray, Bettye Bridges, Floy
Caldwell, Artis Fuqua, Flora
Ford, Lucille Rollins, Hildred
Sharpe, and Autry Lange,
members, and Irma La
Follette and Euva Alexander,
guests.

the
Colonial
House
Smorgasbord during the week
were Sharon Ray, Cynthia
Hart, Aubrey Roberts, Starlyn
labors, Susan Bogard, Penny
Lockhart, Brenda Brandon,
Joyce, McDonald, Joanne
Cavitt, Youlanda Stubblefield,
Marguerite Morgan, Kathie
Branson, Candy Jones, Penny
Morgan, Donna Wright,
Richela Dawson,. LaVeida
Joyhnson, Cathy McCann,
Betty Todd, Jan Rayburn,
Pam Collins, Jo Ann Humphreys, Eleanor !Mines, Anna Bailey, Jeanie Lamb, Pain
Shields, Harriet Martin, Ruby
Herndon, Cathy Elias,
Carolyn Tidwell, Dot McNabb,
and Jo Fielder.
Members of the club attending the dinner meeting at the
Triangle Inn were Carrie
Beale, Connie White, Billie
Farley, Mildred Ragsdale,
Minnie -Craig, Tot McDaniel,
Rubye Pool, I tucille Thurman,
Betty Vinson, Linda,Carter,
Betty Lou Hill, Madel le
Talent; Odell Vancy, Euple
Ward, Frances iVhitnell,
I.aura Jennings, Brenda
Rowland, Elaine Brown,
Evelyn I.ockhart, Kathy
Hodges,and Bobbie Waters.
Serving as the committee
for the month of October were
'Linda rarreT,
Frances Whitnell, and Laura
Jennings. .

Dr. and Mrs. Don Johnson
announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Marilu Frances, to
Chuck Adams, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Adams.
Grandparents of the brideelect are Mr. and Mrs. Frank
W. Johnson and Mr. and Mrs.
0. R. Bauer, all of Seattle,
Wash. She is a 1977 graduate
of Highland High School,
Pocatello, Idaho, and is a
senior at Murray State
University.
Mr. Adams is the grandson
of Mrs. Hafford Adams of
Murray and the late Mr.
Adams, and of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Stubblefield of New
Concord. A 1977 graduate of
Murray High School, he is a
junior at Murray State
University.
The vosVs will be solemnized
in an afternoon wedding at the
Library Arts Annex, 710 Main
Street, Murray, on Saturday,
Dec.. 20, at 1 p.m. A reception
and light supper will follow the
ceremony.
Only out of town invitations
will be sent, and all relatives
and friends are invited to attend.

Ceremony To Be Read At
The Library Arts Annex

Miss Mardi, Frances Johnson
and Chuck Adams

.0.
11
16.1
,
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Nantau & Crutcher Are
Speakers, Health Meet

44111
MEMBERS HONORED - four members of the Business and Professional Women's
Club were presented special gifts for their service to the club at a recent meeting.
They were, from left, Mildred Ragsdale for 32 years, Betty Vinson for 30 years, Lucille
Thurman for 39 years, and Rubye Pool for 52 years.

.

special events during National
Business Women's Week in
October.
Helen Hodges was the guest
speaker at a dinner meeting
held Oct. 23 at the Triangle
Inn. She gavv a biographical
sketch and poetry presentation of the 19th century poet,
Emily Dickinson.
Guests also included Sara
Harrell, guest of Carrie
Beale; Franqs Fletcher,
guest of Mildred Ragsdale;
and Anna Bailey, guest of
Brenda Rowland.

11-9-80
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Edward M. Shroat, 600
Meadow Lane, Murray; Mrs.
Nancy L. Jones and baby boy,
Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs. Judith
Kay Duncan and baby boy., Rt.
1, Dexter; Mrs. Patricia C.
McClure and baby boy, 404
Blanton, Paris,Tenn.
Albert R. Wade, Sr., Rt. 2,
Paris, Tenn.;
le
s7ry S.
Alderdice, Rt. , Dresden,
Tenn.; Mrs. Ola . Cathey,
,
1700 Ryan, Murray; Mrs.
Judith A. Sanders, Rt. 1,
Wingo.
Mrs. Margie A. Winchester,
Rt. 8, Murray; Mrs. Gloria J.
2244
Boy,
Citation,
Owensboro; James A. Dixon,
Rt. 7, Murray; Max
R.
Dowdy, Rt.6, Murray.
Mrs. Glenda G. Ross, Rt. 1,
Big Sandy, Tenn.; Mrs. Gina
Gail Boyden, 232 Riviera,
Murray; William E. Barnhill,
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Maude M. Seaford texpired
409 North Fourth Street, Murray.

Judy Nantau and Debbie
Crutcher were invited to
speak to the Kentucky
Association of Health Care
Facilities Winter Annual
meeting on November 11.
The conference was held at
the Hyatt Regency Convention
Center in Louisville. Their
seminar was entitled "Communication Disorders of the
Aging - An Alternative for
Caregivers." Over 500 people
attended the seminar.
Both Nantau and Crutcher

are Instructors and Clinical
Supervisors in the Division of
Communication Disorders
Department of Special Education at Murray State University. Their program informed
caregivers of various ways to
communicate with aged who
have communication problems.
The seminar contained information regarding the aging
process in communication,
hearing loss, aphasia, aproxia, dysarthria and senile
dementia.
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Gold & Silver Pawn Shop
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Is Having A

Barbeque Rik Special
Every Friday From
5:00 P.M. Til Closing
The Special Includes
White Beans

Tossed Salad or Cole Slaw

Corn Bread or Rolls

Steak Fries

All For $395

Carry
outs

759-4455
Chestnut
St.

are

available

Blazing Excitement!Choose ours today- onl $49!

Cuisinarts

p r

d year..
diday will
way.

Spend your holidays
with the family.

us for
and boun-

3e

Let Cuisinart work in

the kitchen.
Find it at

Wool Blazers'49
Choose a classic wool blazer or two! - for
your investment dressing Navy. Camel, Grey,
Black. Red 513 Reg $69

The
Pomander
4

7S3-5679

5ilooP
,
N0

EST COPY AVAILABLE

Corduroy lazers'49
Beautifully casual, exceptionally wearable
Patch -pocket, cotton corduroy blazer. Camel.
Wine. Bronze. Navy. Loden Green 5-13. Re:. $58

Quite frankly, we believe you won't find a better value
on blazers of this quality at any other store.
Minnans is dedicated to "More for Your Money...Honey!"
Bel /Cr Center and Olympic Plaza
Shop Daily 10-9. Sunday 1-5

Velveteen Blazers'49
Luxurious cotton velveteen blazer Reg $69.
Simple Elegant Dressy with skirts or leans!
Basic shades plus Champaign. Grey. Plum. 6-14.*
Give a blazer for Christmas!
Minnens will give you a
Free Designet,Gift Box!
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Being Small
-

NEW YORK t AP -Small buress
is risky business, as 10,600 or more
Matures a year attest. but that impersonal:statistic tells but a part of t‘ hat it
means to be small in today's volattle
,:conomv .

-We have been in business tor ore
year, rune months and now I wish I
:lever heard about the small-busoic,
,, .
-- •
worm.' writes a As'1;:Ctilimil
l'UTS011 -1 have never been so broke in
oll my life.An upstate New Yorker. "Due to ta cs. financiv and interest etc's iii inon,shortages of fuel and cost ill that
order
we have been unable to continue to run the business. 1 hat e obtained work outside the business to :upport
us fanuly.'•
From Idaho: -The incentit e to lir,
Alice is being killed tos taxes from all
government bodies'' From Texas::"I
before the old of
will be selling out
the year. I've had enough.- Missouri
--if things aren't better by January- I‘
1981, we are closing the business
down.A certain amount of griping
mon to small businesses, since the
game played is a serious one of big
--,--......-..„...-hatics...auud-uf.te.11-811,111•11-resulis Null
some business people are say mg. hopes
iire shrinking, too.
culled from a
The comments
'random sampling of the 620,000Member National Federation• of Independent Business, which says the
sample ,offers a gray picture.fur small
business.
•.
. "The so-called Teeovert' from 111114t
1980 i-ecepsio92W1iich began in the third
quarter wasonly .1 t arm used by .50101'.

Pin

v's

- but certainly not by the small business
owner." said Professor William C.
hinkelberg of Pfirdue.
Dunkelberg, an economist who with
Itrofessor Jonathan A. Scott of
Southern Methodist University interprets federation data, says that "at the
bottom of the recession, when small
business should have been bounding
back, nothing much happened:"
'Hie federation's October quarterly
survey showed employment had
weakened, carital expenditures were
flat, Filld credit conditions had
deteriorated!
-More than 98 percent of the coin- iiiercial establishments in this country
are small businesses,- the House Committee on Small Business reported two
years - -ago, - -but small businesses
employ less than twothirds of all
private sector workers.
. -Therefore, it is surprising to some
Observers that between 1969- and 1976,
small businesses accounted for what
can be considered virtually all the new
Trivate sector employment in this coun- The 1,000 largest firms, as ranked by
Fortune magazine, contributed less
than 2 percent of the growth in new jobs
tii that period,the committee stated.
If big business is the main artery of
the, economic body then small
businesses are the veins and the
capillaries that in good times spread
nourishment and the glow of health
throughout the parts.
When the patient is dragging, as the
economy is today, you can see it in
those veins and capillaries. Thek-provide telltale signs, and it doesn't take
an expertito read them.

ite•House

111EARTLIN
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Headline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria,0.hio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: How much will
Medicare pay on out-patient services?
C.M.
ANSWER: After the $60 annual
deductible has been met, Medicare
takes care of 80% of the reasonable
charges for all covered out-patient
hospital services you receive. The
hospital will apply for the Medicare
payment and will charge you for any
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Bosalynn Carter, who attended
Church With'her husband, kept her eyes
riveted on him as he taught the lesson.
She seemed demoralized.
It may have simply coincidence, but
sonte4:ibservers saw symbolism in his
lesson 'about Christianity, based on a
Bible verse that basically says, "Be
kind to one- another, forgiving as God
forgives you."
The president stressed that Christ
sometimes was aloof, that he had a
special dependence on a few individuals
and that he was.not well known in the
beginning - all factors that could be
applied to Carter.
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The Story Of

Calloway County
1822-1976

Ten Years Ago

Paul
Tue!
Of C

Murray Fire Chief Jackie Cooper and
Murray Police Chief James Brown are .
still the only ones on duty in the departments after all firemen and policemen
reported in "sick" yesterday.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Maggie
Sparks,86.
The First Baptist Church has set Nov.
22 as "Special Appreciation Day" for
their retiring pastor, the Rev. Dr. H. C.
Chiles and his wife.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. John Richardson on Nov. 14, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
McLaughlin on Nov. 16, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. John Richardson on Nov. 16,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Henson on Nov. 17.
Cindy Jones, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Jones,and Mark Roberts,son
of Mr. and Mrs. Billie Ray Roberts,
were crowned queen and king at the
Fall Festival held at the Almo School.
The event was sponsored by the ParentTeacher Association.
Fresh hams are listed as selling for 50
cents per pound in the ad for Shroat
Meat Market,
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Twenty Years Ago

A Changed Jimmy Carter
By MAUREEN SANTLN I
Assocuilefess_
WASHINGTON 'API - A different_
,Iimmy Carter has emerged since his
election defeat. In contrast to the harddriving, almost self-righteous Carter of .
the past, he new appears more humble
and seems no- longer to be7trying•--so--hard to impress. He is considerably
more likeable, human and accessible.
From the moment he conceded defeat -the night of Nov. 4, the president has
borne -his pain in a grace u . se - deprecating way that has aroused empathy even among some-- people who
may not have been fans of his.
In the past, Carter seemed unable to
poke fun at himself, taking most things
very seriously. But the jokes come
more easily and the pain . shows
through, too.
This changed Jimmy Carter has been'
evident in his public appearances since
the election - with reporters, with
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin, at the First Baptist Church,
For the first time in his presidency,
he appeared unannounced last week in
the White House press room. It was the
second time since the election that he'd
met informally with reporters.
A press aide announced On a
loudspeaker, "The briefing is about to:
begin.- Reporters filtered in, expecting
White House pres's secretary Jody
Powell. Instead, Carter appeared.
-"I thought since'JOKIY. h-odrolt_ done,.sti_
well with his job, I'd comedown and see
if I could do it any better," the president told his surprised audience.
DUring-that -se'ssion, Caitei was sohdued, soft-spoken and humble. He said
he would meet with President-elect
Ronald Reagan at Reagan's convenience since "I Itve not quite so heavy
a schedule these days as I have had in
the past."
When he was asked if he made any
"obvioui'llt-iistakes" in his campaign.
he joked, "Well. I obviously didn't get
enough votes."
His sadness about the campaign was
obvious. It was in his face and his demeanor, especially at church last Sunday, when his Bible class read hill, a
resolution of condolence.

Looking Back

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Cepwieht. 9575
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1970
Riding into the 1970 whirlwind and directing the storm, to
borrow a phrase from Addison, Calloway County joined the nation
in closing the books of the 1960 decade sick at heart' with the
Vietnam War, senieless challenges of minorities bent on useless
destruction, commandeering of passenger planes and holding hostages and murdering innocent people. In most instances, our people
discovered -calamitous results in acts-of violence, sometime not intended as in the windfall of reckless driving of cars. The criminal
introduction of armed robbery, strikes against local government,
petty laroeny, and disrespect of laws were troublesome. These are
the unwanted social products of Murray town becoming a small
city and maturing in the consequential pitfalls of a common denominator, progress. Change is here and it must be reckoned with as
a force in which some form of adaptation must be reconciled. Perhaps, civilization itself is entering a slow decline as it did in the
Roman Empire, Middle Ages, Reformation, and Restoration, each
reflecting extensive dips after experiencing glorious ascendencies.
However, it will be for history to reflect back on the 1960's as the
decade in which democratic man challenged authority to set into
motion domino actions, for better or worse. Nonetheless, it is time
to go on with the story of events in our own little community.
Scarcely had the New Year got underway when survivors of a
shootout in a quiet little card game February 11 at Holiday Inn,
left. one man dead, another injured. Charles Nance, 35, Hardin,
Route 1, died in what witnesses in later trials testified as attempted
holdup. Kirksey Whitlow, 68, of Graves County was shot in the
arm and was found not guilty, as was Melvin Smith, who was reportedly to have had $1,500 of NAItTow's money on his person, ip
the October trial.
Carrier Corp., which had taken over the building formerly
occupied by Winslow Engineering, announced in 1970 that the plant
employing 35 persons would discontinue work before the end of the
year. The company manufactured light components needed in air
refrigeratim manufacttot:
Fpur men were charged with butchering a cow January 11,
belonging to E.. A. Iglehart of Route 6. Meat was getting scarce.
Calloway County Teachers Association members in secret ballot
February 20 voted 68 to 41 in opposition to striking the two county
school systems in harmony with the state organization fostering
the walkout._ Both city arid county boards passed resOlutioos of
commendations- for • their decision not to. strike.
-To Be Continued

part of the $60 deductible you have not
met plus 20% of the remaining
reasonable charges for the outpatient
services.
If the charge is $60 or less and the
hospital cannot determine how much of
the $60 deductible you have met, then
the hospital may ask you to pay the entire bill. If you pay the bill, any
Medicare payments that are due will be
paid directly to you: Except in unusual
circumstances, the . hospital will
prepare the Medicare claim form for
ever need help with your
you. If
claim,, get in touch with your Social
Security office.
When you pay an outpatient bill of $60
or less, here is what happens:
1. If you have already met the $60
deductible, Medicare will pay you 80%
of the reasonable charges for the•outpatient services. 2. If you have not met the
$60 deductible, Medicare will credit you
with the amount you paid toward your
deductible.If that amount plus any part
of the deductible you have previously
met for the year adds up to more than
$60, Medicare Insurance will pay you
80% of the reasonable charges above

Agree Or Not

the $60 deductible.
EXAMPLE:-During the year, Mrs. J
had met $55 of her deductible before she
received treatment in the hospital outpatient clinic. The hospital charges for
$10, and she paid the bill at their request. When her claim is received,$5.00
of the outpatient bill is used to make up
her $60 deductible and Mrs. J receives
80% of the remaining $5, which would
be $4.00.
HEARTLINE: My present (second)
husband will soon be retiring. I have a
child under 18 by my first husband. Can
this child draw benefits under his stepfather's social security? N.M.ANSWER: Yes, if you have been
married to your second husband for one
full year.
HEARTLINE: How much money can
I earn in self-employed income and still
draw my full Social Security retirement? H.T.
ANSWE-R: The amount of money you
can earn in self-employment income is
the same dollar amount as the yearly
wage limit of $3,720 for those under age
65, and $5,000 for those age 65-and older.
These figures are for 1980.
•
By S.C. Van Caron

s Gesture
Brown
'
FRANKFORT-Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. caused considerable flap in both
political parties when he went over to
Republican headquarters in Louisville
election night to congratulate state
GOP campaign chairman Larry Forgy
on the Republican victory in Kentucky.
It was a gracious gesture on his part
even though the governor admitted the
visit was for selfish interests to attain
benefits for the state from the GOP national administration the next Tour
years.
The governor said he wanted to work
with the federal government and the
Kentucky Republican leaders to push
'Kentucky forward: He particularly
mentioned the coal industry and the
conversion of coal into oil and other
petroleum substitutes. Kentucky has a
big stake in.the future of the plants projected in the state for this purpose.
Some of the Democrats in the state
sharply criticized Brown for his friendly gesture toward the Republican Party
although logic says Kentucky must look
to a Republican, dominated federal
government Mt the next four years for
help and cooperation.
The next day after the visit and the
early criticism, Gov. Brown said that
Ford called him up at Democratic
headquarters, that night and invited
him -over. That too, was a gracious
gesture if it is true. Republicans
criticized the action of letting Brown
make a statement on teleVision at
Republican headquarters.
Reporters asked Forgy on a television news show if he had invited Brown
to Republican headquarters.
Forgy's immediate reply was,"What
difference does it make?" He went on to
bring up other subjects and after the
show, the newsmen still pressed Forgy
for an answer.
The only answer he 'gave them was,
"You know me well enough. What do
you think?"
Brown's vis4 to the Republican victory party would have come off as a
more gracious gesture if he hadn't stubbed _his political toe the week before
When he Called in allstate Dem0Cratic
lbgislators for a conference, and didn't
urine the Republicans.
Helet it be known then that he snubbed the Republicans because they had
demanded equal television time on
Kentucky Educational Television to
answe.• d speechlhat Brown had made.
The Republicans 'called his beforeelection speech purely political. They
eventually got the time, but many

citizens strongly maintain that public
television, supported by state tax
dollars, should not be used by the administration lest it be accused of partisan politics.
This little episode of Childish pique,
on the part of the governor did not
enhance his image and leaves a tarnish
on his gentlemanly visit to the
Republican victory party. He said to
Forgy that the "'people have spoken"
and that partisan politics,now should be
case aside for the good of the state for
the president's term.
The next Congress will be the first
where the Republicans have controlled
either branch of the law-miking body
since Eisenhower,or 26 yeari.
The Democrats have been in power so
long it's hard for them to realize they
have los&and some . are wandering
around in a abze,especially some of the
losing congressmen, wondering what
happened. Some of . the .Kentucky
Democrats are still aghast and have yet
to learn to take defeat gracefully.
Here's what some defeated
Democratic congressmen have said:
Rep. Leon E. Panetta, California,
"our traditional constituents have moved, but the party's position hasn't. It's
very difficult to get Democrats to ask
questions about programs that are
already in place, about whether these
programs are working or not. Being in
control for so long, to some extent,
made Democrats lazy."
Rep. Gillis W. Long, Louisiana, "I
feel psychologically lighter than I have
in years. I'm happy they have it for a
while. I've been depressed by our inability to grab hold of many of these
problems. We'd run out of ideas. For
four years we've been living in a dream
world about the attitudes of the
American people. They thought that
government just wasn't doing its job,
and it just caught up with us.
Sen. Strom Thurmond had this to say
about staff changes when the
Republicans take over in January:"We
will treat the Democrats At'the same
courtesy and kindness they always
have extended to ds."

.Bible Thought
And when they saw him, theY
worshipped him: but some doubted.
Matthew 28:17.
Even in the closest silicle oh
friend,*here-were those who doubted, .even though they had seen
Blessed arc ye who believe and ye I
Nye not seen.

Army PFC Gene W. King,son of Mr.
and Mrs. James P. King, recently was
selected as a member of the 34th Infantry Rifle Team in Augsburg,Germany.
James Harmon was elected consul
commander of Hazel Woodmen of the
World Camp 138. Other officers are
Jimmy Thompson, Henry West, Latt
Waldrop,Gerald Paschall, Arlis Byars,
Cooper Thomas, Tom Scruggs, Deroy
Provine, Walter Steely, Carman Parks,
and Parvin Craig.
Cal Luther, basketball coach at Murray State College, was speaker at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. •
and Mrs. Bobby Lynn Key on Nov. 13. Murray State's newest varsity sport,
Cross Country, can boast of its perfect
record-three victories in three meets:
The sales of Series E and H Savings
Bonds sales in Calloway County during
October amounted to $17,393 bringing
the year's total sales to $219,175, according -to figures released by the local
chairman.
•
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Thirty Years Ago
Dr. Pat Crawford,son of Dr.and Mrs.
F. E. Crawford, is now serving as a
Navy reserve officer attached to the Army in Japan.
"Mrs. A. F. Doran and Mrs. R. H.
Robbins are working hard on this
year's Tuberculosis Christmas Seal
Sale here," from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Mrs. W. H. Bailey was honored at a
dinner on her 89th birthday at the home
of her daughter, Mrs.Edd Gibbs.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Grant announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Gene Frances,
to the Rev'. Kelly R. Fitzgerald, son of
Mrs. Carson Hatcher of Enfield, Ill. Miss Kathleen Gibbs, daughter of
Mrs.Ed Gibbs of Murray,is teaching at
Norris City, Ill.
In high school basketball games,
Murray Training beat Kirksey, Almo
beat Hazel, and Hardin beat New Concord. High scorers were Hale for Murray Training, Jones for Kirksey, Lovett
for Almo, Curd and J. Alton for Hazel,
Gardner for Hardin, and Adams for
New Concord.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
'Abroad With Two Yanks" starring
William Bendix, Helen Walker, and
Dennis O'Keefe.

Today In history
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 19th, the:';'
324th day of 1980. There are 42 days left.'
in the year.
`J.
Today's highlight in history:
On Nov. 19th, 1863, President
Abraham Lincoln delivered his Gettysburg Address.
---,
On this date:
In 1493, Christopher Columbus
discovered PuertiaRico.
t•
In 1794, the United States and Britain
signed the Jay Treaty adjusting issues•‘...,
that were not settled in the Revolutionary War.
:1
In 1919,the Senate rejected the World'
War!Treaty of Versailles.
In 1965,a federal jury in Washington,
D.C., fined the American Communist:
Party $230,000 for failing to register , >
with the government as an agent of the
Soviet Union.
Ten years ago, the Vatican pledged.
support for a United Nations plan to
narrow the economic gap between rich
and poor nations.
Five years ago, Generalissimo Francisco Franco died at the age of 82 after
being Spain's strongman for 36 years.
One year ago, three American
hostages from Iran afrieed in West
Germany as militants at the US. embassy in ,"fthran prepared to release
another 10 captives.
Today's birthdays: India's Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi 'is 63 years old.
Television personality Dick Cavett is
44.
Thought for today: I destroy my.
enemy when I make him my friend President Abraham Lincoln ( 18091865).

t
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Paul Clayton Dies
Tuesday; Formerly
Of Calloway County
Paul Clayton died Tuesday
at 7:50 a.m. at the Marshall
County Hospital, Benton. He
was 75 years of age and a resident of Benton Route 9.
Mr. Clayton, a retired
carpenter, was born Jan. 31,
1905, in Calloway County. He
was the son of the late Dr. C.
E. Clayton and Irene Dexter
Clayton. His father was a
practicing physician at Dexter.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Laurene Sassen Clayton,
Benton Route 9; four
daughters — Mrs. Jackie
Bohannon, Benton Route 7,
Mrs. Beatrice Lamb and Mrs.
Chlotine Noles, Benton Route
9,and Mrs. Mildred Jaco, Benton Route 3; four brothers —
C. D. of Benton, Dan of Benton
Route 9, and Sam and Mark
Clayton of Benton Route 4;
nine grandchildren; eight
great grandchildren.
Mr. Clayton was a member
of the Briensburg Baptist
Church where funeral services will be held Thursday at
1 p.m. with the Rev. C. C.
Brasher, the Rev. David
Brasher, and the Rev. Dr.
Wendell Hone officiating.
Burial will follow in the Birmingham Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, where
friends may call until the
funeral hour.

Cable J. Robinson
Dies; Was Father
Murray Resident
, Cable Jones Robinson,
father of Jackie Robinson of
Murray, was found dead in his
pickup truck at 5:30 p.m.
Saturday on Grooms Lane,
Princeton. He was 71 years of
age and a resident of
Princeton Route 5.
Mr. Robinson died as the
result of gunshot wounds to
the head, neck and side, according to Caldwell County Coroner Jerry Clift. The Kentucky State Police and
Princeton officials are continuing their investigation into
the apparent murder-robbery
of Mr. Robinson. Officials said
they were assuming robbery
was the motive for the
shooting as the deceased did
not have a wallet when he was
found.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Jessie Mae Robinson;
five daughters — Mrs. Jo Ann
Faulkner, Mrs. Myrtle Maxie
and Mrs. Matte McGowan,
Princeton, Mrs. Dorothy
Sivels, Paducah, and Mrs.
Thelma Sivels, Cerulean;
seven sons — Jackie of Murray, Clarence, Raymond,
Lonnie,
James, and
Princeton, and Howard W.
and Elliott, Paducah; one
sister, Mrs. Margie Noal,
Paducah; 20 grandchildren.
The funeral is being held today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Dunn Mortuary, Eddyville, with burial to follow in
the Kuttawa Cemetery.

Miller Named To MSU Staff

Rites For Roman
Prydatkevytch Are
Being Held Today
The funeral for Roman
Prydatkevytch of Owensboro
is being held today at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with the
ftev. Martin Mattingly officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Prydatkevytch, 85,
retired professor of music at
Murray State University, died
Monday at the Medco Center,
Owensboro. Born June 1, 1895,
in Poland, he was the son of
the late Paul Prydatkevytch
Matcher
and
Eloise
Prydatkevytch.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lydia Prydatkevytch,
1621 Sioux Place, Owensboro;
one daughter, Mrs. Hannah P.
Kuchar, Cleveland, Ohio; two
grandchildren.

Energy Regulatory
Commission To Hold
Public Hearing
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state Energy Regulatory
Commission will hold a public
hearing Dec. 10 concerning
customer complaints against
the Delta Natural Gas Co. of
Winchester.
Among the complaints filed
with the commission by the
customers are inadequate
time before a penalty charge
is levied for late payment of
bills, office not open for an
eight-hour day,inconveniently
located regional offices and
refusal to establish an
automatic bank payment
plan. There was also a complaint that the firm shuts down
its computer before the end of
the last working day of the
week, thus not giving a
customer who paid on time
credit for the payment until
the following Monday.
The commission will also investigate an allegation that
the company is assessing a
meter testing charge which
has not been approved by the
commission.

State Department
Of Energy Holds
Building Workshop
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The state Departrinent of
Energy is holding a workshop
Wednesday aimed at improving energy efficiency in stateoperated buildings.
The workshop is for state
building maintenance personnel and will be conducted by
engineers from the Lexington
architectural firm
of
Chrisman, Miller, Wallace
Inc. Discussions will cover improved maintenance and
operation of heating and cooling plants and minimizing
energy loss in buildings.
It is the first of six such
planned
workshops
for
various locations around the
state.
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Johnny R. Miller, for the
While a student at Murray
past six years a staff writer State, he was a part-time news
with The Paducah Sun, has reporter with WNBS-AM,
been named to the staff of the WAAW-EM radio, Murray, as
Information and Public Ser- an announcer with WPKYvices Office at Murray State AM, WPKY-FM, princeton, as
University as a news writer.
well as with both the univerMiller, 28, will fill a staff sity's television station, MSUwriting vacancy created when TV, Channel 11, and its radio
Dwain McIntosh, a 12-year station, WitMS-FM.
member of the staff, recently
The Information and Public
was granted a leave of
absence to serve as an ad- Services Office at Murray
ministrative assistant in West Stalk has as its basic responKentucky to U. S. Con- sibility the daily preparation
gressman Carroll Hubbard of and dissemination of news
releases dealing with universiMayfield.
Miller, who assumed his ty, faculty, staff and student
new responsibilities Nov. 10, activities to the print andslecreceived a bachelor of science tronic media across the
degree at Murray State in 1974 school's four-state area..
with majors in both journalism and radio-television.
He is a 1970 graduate of
Caldwell County High School
and the grandson of Mrs.
Thelma Newson, of 813
Mechanic St., Princeton

The second graders at North Elementary recently completed a unit on Election '80.
During the unit the children learned about local, state, and federal government. The
main emphasis of the unit was on the presidential election. The children registered to
vote, participated in a campaign rally, made posters and speeches during the unit. to
round out the unit the children voted for president.
MA° by Renee Mdler

The Chancel Choir of the
First Christian Church,
directed by Mrs. Margaret
Boone, and Mrs. Maxine
Clark, organist, will be
featured in a concert on Sunday, Nov. 23, at 6 p.m. at the
church.
Mrs. Clark will be playing
the new Schantz pipe organ
recently installed in the
church sanctuary, according
ta the pastor, the Rev. Dr.
David C. Roos, who invites the
public to attend. Following the
concert a reception will be
held in the church parlor.
Mrs. Clark, a native of Kansas City,. Kans., daughter of a
retired Methodist minister,
the Rev. Frank L. Waring,
holds a bachelor of music
Washburn
degree from
University, Topeka, Kans.,
and has studied further with
Mary Krimmel, David Jones,
and Marianne Webb.
•
The organist has served for
many years as an organist in
the Presbyterian, Episcopal,
Methodist, and Lutheran
Churches, and is currently

organist with the Christian
Church and teaches organ at
Murray State University. She
has also been a private piano
teacher.
Mrs. Boone, chancel choir
director for the church for the
past seven years, graduated
with a degree in voice from
the Royal Conservatory of
Music, Toronto, Canada, and
has bachelor of music education and master of education
degrees from Murray State
University. She had directed
the junior choir at the church
prior to assuming her present
position, and is a soloist for
many occasions here.
The new Schantz 12 rank
organ is composed of 727 individual pipes' and including
the cost of alterations in the
church sanctuary comes to
about $50,000. Each pipe is
hand cut, hand formed and
hand soldered to assure
precise tonal quality and attention to detail, Dr. Roos
said.
The individual needs of the

Dr. James L. Meeks
Awarded $3,000 Grant
To Conduct Conference
Dr. James L. Meeks, chairman of the Department of
Chemistry at Murray State
University, has been awarded
a $3,000 grant by the American
Chemical Society with which
to plan and conduct a conference designed to promote
better understanding and
cooperation between its
academic and industrial communities.
Known as Operation Interface, the program was inaugurated in 1965, and since
then has emphasized a search
for problems common to industry and academia and to
their solutions.
Using funds made available
by the ACS, three local sections are selected each year to
host the conferences, which
may vary in length from one
to three days.
With guidance from the ACS
staff, the sections plan their

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A new plastic-container
manufacturer will locate in
Rockcastle County early next
year, employing about 20 persons. Mt. Vernon Plastics
Corp. will make containers
and lids for food packaging
companies.
Company president Jack
Touratsos said the company
hopes eventually to expand to
as many as 400 persons.
The Kentucky Development
Finance Authority has loaned
$100,000 to the company for
start-up capital and equipment.

Stock Market

conferences to meet local concerns, choose participant institutions and select the
delegates who will attend.
Normally, Meeks said, participants include approximately 20 academic
representatives, ranging from
high school teachers to
graduate research deans, and
20 industrial chemists.
The sessions, he said, may
include plant tours, speakers,
panel discussions and smallgroup exchanges on a wide
range of topics.
Named by Meeks to a steering committee to plan the
Murray conference, which
will be held in the spring, have
been: Stephen Clark Morgan,
Union
Carbide
Corp.,
Paducah; Dr. Oliver J.
Muscio,an assistant professor
of chemistry at Murray State;
and Clyde E. Adkins III, Murray, a chemist with the B. F.
Goodrich plant, Calvert City.
Also, Dr. Gary W. Boggess,
dean of the College of Environmental Sciences at Murray State; Ernest E. Atkins,
B. F. Goodrich, Calvert City;
and Dr. Charles Enoch Harding, University of Tennessee
at Martin.
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Teaching Workshop
In Agriculture
Scheduled Here
A workshop in teaching
agriculture to disadvantaged
and handicapped students is
scheduled in Murray Tuesday
for student teachers and high
school supervising teachers n
western Kentucky and
graduate students at Murray
State University.
Resource personnel who will
make presentations from 5-8
p.m. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord are Mrs. Connie
Talent, Murray, vocational
rehabilitation
counselor;
Robert L. Kelley, Frankfort,
state director of agribusiness
education, and Billy Watkins,
Paducah, region one coordinator of vocational education.
The workshop is the first in
a series to be conducted
through June of 1981. Project
directors are Drs. Lloyd Jacks
and Eldon Heathcott, professors in the Murray State
Department of Agriculture.

Livestock Market
Eitilizairif liciints

FederalsState Market News Service
November 19,1980
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 1234 Est. 900 Barrows &
Gilts mostly .25 to .54 higher Sows $1 5050 higher
US 1-2 210-240 lbs . $46.00-46.25 few 46 50
$45.75-46 00
US 2 210-25011w
$45.25-45 75
US 2-3 240-260 lbe
144,25-45.25
US 2-4 250-270 lbs
Sows
$37 00.39.00
US 1-2 770-350 lbs
US 1.3300-450 lbs
638 00-4050
US 1-3 450-500 lbs
US 1-3 500-650 lbs. —X1.5843.00few 43 50
137 00-38 00
US 2-3 300-5601M
Roars 30 0631 50
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about planning.-Whatever

BETTY L. BAKER
Woodman Building

we want in the future,
education for the kids,
retirement or simply family
protection, it will take
planning. Let's talk about
planning and the Woodmen.
3rd 8 Maple, Murray, Ky., 42071
7534377 (Office), 753-7320(Hama)

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOME OFFICE OMAHA NEBRASKA
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The rhino beetle, native to
South America, is one of the
world's largest insects. With
legs outstretched, it is about 6
inches long.

Hog Market

Prices of stocks at local intermit sill
a.m. CST today fornixted to The Murray
Le4er & Times by First of Michigan
Carp.,ol Murray
Industrial Average
Mr Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
ChrysleTWIWrotoi
GAF
General Drunk
General Motors
General Tire
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Harderi
Heublern
1RM
Jemo
Kmart
K iihn's Big K
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US Tobacco
Wendy's

Lic. Electrician,
No Job Too Small!

First Christian Church sanctuary were given detailed consideration in the special
design which was adopted and
voicing techniques utilized —
thus giving each Schantz
organ as one of a kind, the
church pastor added.

LOULSVILLE, Ky. API USDA cattle and calves
1400, compared to Tuesday's close
slaughter steers and heifers untested;
slaughter cows 1.00 higher; slaughter
bulls steady, slaughter calves untested.
limited vealer offerings near steady;
represented feeders weak; slaughter
heifers few good and choice. mostly
choice 950 lb 62.20; commercial cows
44.75-47.75; utility 41.75-47.25; high
dressing utility 47.25-49.00. individual
52.00, cutter 39.25-44.00; canner and cutter under 800 lb 35.0040.06 slaughter
bulls grade I 1430-1650 lb 59.00-64.00;
grade 1-2975-1625 lb 49.75-58 75; good and
choice 180-300 lb vealers 58 00-69.00;
feeder steers medium frame I 300-500 lb
67607250; 500-600 lb 66.60-7260, 600-760
lb 66.00-7075, small frame 1 300-500 lb
66 00-68 00; medium frame 2 300-500 lb
60.00-67 00, 500-785 lb 57.00-66 00.
mednun frame 1-2 bulls 350-600 lb 52.0063.00. 600615 lb 50.00-61 00; large (raise
2 mostly Holsteins 616955 lb 51 00-56.75;
heifers medium frame 1 300-500 lb including fleshy offerings 55 00-62.50;
medium and large frame 1 506760 lb
53.00-59.00; medium frame 2 350.665 lb
50.00-56.00; stock cows medium frame 12 700-900lb 43.25-53.25.
Hogs 2000 including 1000 feeder pigs;
compared with Tuesday's close barrows
and gilts weak 10 27, lower; 1.2215-200 lb
47(01-4725.21 head at 47.40; 2 215-260 lb
46.50-4760; 3 240-270 lb 45.50-46.50; 315325 1b43.80-44.00; sows 1.00 lower; 1-2 306
350 It, 40.50-4150; 350450 lb 41.50-42.50;
450-500 lb 42.50-43.00; 500-600 lb 43.06
44.00, few up 10 4460. boars over 300 lb
35.00-35.25, under 300 lb 32 00-34.25.
Sheep 50: slaughter lambs steady to
2.00 higher, choice and prime slaughter
lambs 80-107 lb 55.00-57.00.

Jelumay R. Miller

BOB MUSSER
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Sylvania
Light Bulbs

Bread

4/89C 2/8
1 6 oz.

Reg. Price $1.09

Prairie Farm
(2 Twin Packs)
40,60,75, or 100 watt

We Reserve The Right

To Limit Quantities
4 Gal
801 Coldwater Rd., Murray, Ky.

SAVE ON
GAS & GROCERIESDAY AND NIGHT!

Orange
se' Juice

59!

Reg. 69'
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Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

Jit
*

Bel Air Shopping
Center
* Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky.
* Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
*
Every Day

FOOD
GIANT

PRICES GOOD
WED. NOV. 19th
THRU
THURS. NOV. 27TH

CRISCO

MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE
$239

COUNTY FAIR
BROWN
SERVE

ROLLS

PLASTIC
2 LITER
BOTTLE

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH 510.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

*-

Operated

MAt Cl

\t

DOZ.

Limit Rights
Reserved

We Will Be Open 8-6 Thanksgiving

PEPSI, DR. PEPPER
MT. DEW,7 UP

EGGS

Home Owned

We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps

*Choice Meats
*Fresh Produce

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekly Coupons

*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

DIXIE FRESH
GRADE A LARGE

Storey's

SHORTENING

3 LB. CAN$1

NABISCO SALTINE

BIG TATE
INSTANT

CRACKERS

POTATOES

99

1 LB. BAG.

1 LB. BOX

LIMIT ONE

BLUE BONNET

79

160,.69'
FOOD GIANT
WHOLE

HUNGRY JACK

MARGARINE

BISCUITS

MILK
GAL.

1 LB. QTRS.
"00,>1010:7

NORTHERN
s

,

'

SCOT LAD CRANBERRY

NAPKINS
140

CT

PUMPKIN
)l

694

303 SIZE

2/994

SCOT LAD

2 SHELLS IN PKG.

•

801

PKG

ALUMINUM FOIL

99

2/99

37'250. FT.

EAGLE BRAND
SWEETENED CONDENSED

COOL WHIP

2/994

wow

300 SIZE

BIRDSEYE

111 PIE SHELLS

REYNOLDS

SAUCE

GRAPE
JELLY
I(R"

MILK

69

2 01

99C

2 LB. JAR

994

1
COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Family

Hunt's

• Hunt's Tomato

Catsup
4

Sauce

Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 11-27-80

Good Only Al Storey's
Exp. 11 27-80

320z17

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Pei Family

Limit One Per Family

Wesson
Oil
$239

Automatic
Dishwasher

4801.

65

Health & Beauty
Aids Specials

All
$2"

FREE
GIFTS!

FORMULA 44-0 COUGH
Good Only Al Slorey's
Exp. 11-27-80

MIXTURE

Good Only Al Storey's
Exp. 11-27-80

601 $299

EX LAX UNFLAVORED

COUPO
Limit One Per

COUPON
limit One Per Family

Final Touch
Caress

It

Fabric
Softener

2/ 9
Sou??

4

Bath Size
9601. 404

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Family

Chiffon

7 Seas Salad

Margarine

Dressing

2-8 Oz. Tubs

694

Good Only At Slozet's
Exp. 11-27 80

VERY DRY SOLID A / P

DIAL

8, 55
'Select from 120 valuable itemsjust for
saving register tapes from
$1 59

207

Start saving your
tapes Today! You

KIDS ALL PLASTIC LUNCH

KITS

• Creseny tocen, Crimoty
Grsen Godoss

$499.

CONE OR STICK
16 oz.

Good Only Al Slime s
F op 1 1 27
80

PILLS

Good Only Al Storeys
F
1 l 27 80

$119

INCENSE

594

Good Only AI Slomy's
Exp 11-27-80

1 Choose the gift for which you
plan to saw and begin saving
Have until Dec. 1 to tovvarc8S300. 5600 or 5900in'
tapes
receive your Free Giftl •
.. 3 It stands to reason that it will .
HIRNI HOWI
:
i slato
your shopping
you
nodo alttvev
Come in. get a Keep-A-Tape pa
wiy
th
catalog which illustrates all 121 FREE gets
gifts in full c* olor
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GRADE A HYDE PARK
SELF BASTING
TOM

SWIFT ALL AMERICAN
BONELESS

TURKEYS
18 TO 22 LBS.

FAMILY PACK
SLICED SLAB

12 ROLLS
12 OZ.
PKG.

FRESH

BACON

DES
14

BUTTERBALL
SELF BASTING TOM

No-

18 TO 22 LBS.

FROZEN

COUNTRY STYLE

PORK RIBS

LB $1 39

FIELD

PRO LEAGUERS

120Z $1 19

PORK SAUSAGE

LB $1 57

CUBE STEAK

LB $249

For

OYSTERS

TURKEYS
TURKEYS
WINGS

$179

BREAST

YELLOW
ONIONS

79'

$1 99

LB 69
$1 69

BOLOGNA

LB

I

3 LBS.994
TANGERINES
TANGELOS
UICE ORANGES

10/9-9

CRANBERRIES
EACH 79'

99'
99'
2/89'
3/9100
3/sioo

EACH

OCEAN SPRAY

BAG ORANGES
RED GRAPEFRUIT
LOOSE RED OR GOLDEN DEL.
RED GRAPES

894120Z

LAST WEEKS NAME
LOUISE FAIR
CARD NOT
PUNCHED

s Le.'1"
5/99'
2 Les. 99'
Le. 79'

WHILE THEY LAST!

THANKSGIVING SPECIAL

DELI SAVING

$200.00

ids to reason that it will
I to do all your shoppinri
and receive valuable
Its

'
19

87'

FIELD

3 LB. BAG

CASH POT
THIS WEEK WIN

ise the gift for which you
save and begin saving
5300 5600 or S900 trr

LB $

LB.

LB

TURKEY

LB

DUCKLINGS

10 TO 14 LBS

ARMOUR BONELESS

12 OZ.$249

100

QUART TOMATOES
BROCCOLI
MUSHROOMS
1 LB. CARROTS
GREEN ONIONS
6 OZ. RADISHES

111111.111.1111116.
1:31r.***310101e

HYDE PARK HEN

Ginnir PRODUCE!Amos)SWEET POTATOE

CELERY

..msjust for

89'

GRADE A YOUNG

USDA CHOICE FAMILY PACK

ELLY

LB

RED DIAMOND TURKEY

PARTINS

DS
OK;

HENS
GOLLOTT FRESH

COLE SLAW
BOLOGNA
BAKED HAM
FRENCH BREAD
PUMPKIN PIES
YUM YUMS

***********

Le. 89'
Le. sl"

LI.
79'
$2"

1

6/1°
'

1 0-1 2 Lb. Turkey
3 Lb. Dressing
1 Qt. Gravy
6 Dinner Rolls
Place Your Order by Nov. 22nd

•
•••.,
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Greene Not Expecting Rendition Of'Thanks For The Memories'

Hope, English Team Await Racers

v—

States.
Saturday's stop at Murray
State (8:05 tip-off) will be the
10th game for England over a
13-day period. England has
taken a final advantage
against Kentucky Wesleyan
)
(75-66) and Butler
while losing to Southern Illinois (95-86), Wisconsin (7772), Illinois State (77-71) and
Miami (91-75).
"We will be up against a

Bob Hope will bring his touring road show to Racer Arena
Saturday night but Murray
State head coach Ron Greene
is not expecting to hear a rendition of "Thanks for the
Memories."
Hope is a basketball coach
who is currently directing the
England National Team on a
12-game tour of collegiate
basketball in the United

MSU Rodeo Club
To Sponsor Rodeo
For Three Nights
The old west will come alive
again beginning Thursday
night as the Murray .State
University rodeo club will
sponsor a National Intercolle&iate Rodeo Association
NIRA i-sanctioned rodeo.
The event, which will
feature about about 150
cowboys and cowgirls.from 17
teams in seven States in the
Ozark Region of the NIRA,
will be held Thursday, Friday
and Saturday in the West Kentucky Livestock and • Exposition Center. Starting time
each night is 7:30.
Cowboy events include bull
riding, saddle bronc riding,
calf roping, team roping and
steer wrestling. The cowgirls
will compete in goat tying,
breakaway roping and barrel
racing.
Top individuals in each
category from the Thursday
and Friday competition will
compete for the rodeo champions Saturday. Individual
and team points are awarded
at each rodeo and tallied
throughout the rodeo season,

-

4IP•

x

•
-

Murray High Girls To
Face Marshall County
In Holiday Tournament

$.•

• <• •••

—1

•-•

'
•

•
GRABBING THE STEER BY THE HORNS — Much fastpaced "action similar to this steer wrestler can be expected as the Murray State Rodeo Club will sponsor a
National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association-sanctioned
rodeo Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Staff Photos By Matt Sanders

4 D'

V
rira
'

Captain D's

which is the same length as
the school year.
Individuals and teams with
the two highest point totals at
the end of the season will compete for national honors in
June in Bozeman, Mont.
Currently, the women's
team is ranked first in the
Ozark Region while the men's
team is second.
Don McKee, Caulfield, M.o.,
will supply the livestock for
the event. Clowns also will be
on hand.
A featured event during the
intermission each night will be
a buck-off between MSU
fraternities. Rodeo team
member Scott Fogg said the
fraternities will have competition on the team's mechanical
bull. The winning fraternity
will receive a trophy, Fogg.
Tickets Thursday night will
be $3.50 for adults, $2.50 for
students and $1.50 for children
6-12. All ticket prices will increase $1 Friday and Saturday. Plenty of tickets will be
available at the door, Fogg
said.

The Murray High Tiger girls
basketball team will square
off against Marshall County in
opening night action of the
Tilghman Girls' Invitational
Holiday tdurnament Dec. 15-20
in Paducah.
The Murray-Marshall County game will follow a 6:30 p.m.
contest between Mayfield and
St. Mary on Monday, Dec. 15.
The second round of the
tourney will be played
Thursday, Dec. 18, with

Ballard Memorial meeting
Lone Oak at 6:30 and
Metropolis, Ill, facing
Tilghman immediately tally•-•
ing.
The tournament's semifinal
round will be held Saturday.
Dec. 20, beginning at 11:30
a.m, with the winners of Monday's round meeting and
Thursday's winners playing
immediately following.
The tournament championship game will be played at
8:30 p.m. Saturday.

Court Judge Denies
Request By Mason To
Sever Trial From Others
TUCSON, Ariz, ( API — A
Pima County Superior Court
judge has denied a request by
former University of Arizona
football coach Tony Mason to
sever his trial from seven
other persons on charges of illegal use of recruiting funds.
Mason had asked that his
trial be separate because
assistant coaches implicated
him in the alleged misuse of

travel funds, while the coach
did not admit to a conspiracy.
A state grand jury indicted
Mason, six assistant coaches
and American Airlines freight
supervisor Michael Hoffman
on 88 felony charges in July.
They are accused of
defrauding the university of
$13,000 by charging for
recruiting trips that never
were taken.

I.ady Racer basketball
coach Jean Smith plans to experiment with a two-platoon
system early in the season
with the first test coming
Thursday night as Murray
State opens the 1980-81 season
at Southern Illinois.
Smith returns all five
starters and has fueled her
roster with an impressive crop
of newcomers as she attempts
to improve on last season's 1219 record.
"We have one team for
speed and quickness and
another group for power and
size under the basket," said
Smith. "Who we have -on the
floor,Will depend on our oppo-

nent and the type of team they
have."
Murray downed Vincennes
Junior College 92-71 in a prescrimmage at
season
Hopkinsville last Saturday
with guard Janice McCracken
scoring 24 points. Three other
veteran performers, Bridgette
Wyche, Jeanette Rowan and
Laura Lynn, also contributed
in dolible figures.
"Our returning players are
.doing well and the newcomers
are coming along on
schedule," added Smith.
"We're all anxious to get
started."
That start will be coming
Thursday (7:30 p.m.) in Carbondale at the SIU Arena

Expires Nov. 22, 1 980

DISCOUNT
FOODS

T-Mart

Cash & Food Stamps
Accepted-Sorry No Checks

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center
Prairie Farms
Whole

Chickasaw

POTietlms

BACON

10 Lb

MILK

1 49

$1 09
19
2
$

1 Lb

1 Gal.

Pancake Mix
Hominy
Mixed Vegetables
Leaf Spinach
Beets
Limo Beans

„b 71 4
„.. 26'
,s., 31'
„., 36'
31'
33'

56
59
8.

Coke Mixes

Salmon
Salt
Mushroom Soup
Instant Puddings
Mustard

„., 19'
29'
26'
53,
- 79'

Flour

(hoc. Flavored Chips

S1 29
,., 47'
„., 69
59'

Flaked Coconut
• umpkin
Apple Juice
Tomato Juice

Short Cut
Green

Whole Kernel

Cream Style

CORN

CORN
BEANS

25

16 Oz.

,., 41'
79'
374
79'
65`
87`

Apple Butter
Marshmallows

Sponsored by the

lection of new faces on the
roster, including four players
who measure six-feet or taller.
Among the standout new
recruits under the basket will
be 6-1 center Cheri Nagreski,
Shelly
forward
6-1
Steinkoenig, 6-0 forward Nancy Flynn and 6-2 forMarianne
ward/center
Baucom.
In addition to the solid play
of Wyche and Rowan,Smith is
also counting on improved
play from 6-4 sophomore
center Diane Oakley.
"Our depth looks very
good," said Smith. "We've
still got a lot of work ahead but
our potential looks promising
at this point."

where the Southern Illinois
Salukis will provide the opposition. Murray State lost
twice last season to SIU and
the margin in both games was
three points.
The Salukis return three
starters from last season's
squad but SIU coach Cindy
Scott believes her team's improvement will come from an
outstanding recruiting class.
Southern Illinois returns a
trio of inside players in Alondray Rogers, Mary Boyes and
l,eola Greer. Outstanding new
players include 6-3 Connie
Price, 5-7 D. D. Plab and 5-10
Rosalyn Bartley.
The Lady Racers will
counter with an excellent col-

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can Say
We Have The Lowest Prices in Town

Cranberry Sauce

Admission: 51.00
Chili Supper: 530 p.m.
52.00 includes chili crackers & Drink
Pie available.
Scrimages• 7 p.m
(Girls & Boys)

15 rebounds and five assists
for the Blue squad during a 30minute scrimmage at
Madisonville. Hammonds led
all scorers with 20 points while
McKinney led the Gold team
with 14 pounds and 11 rebounds and freshman guard
Brian Stewart was impressive
with 17 points.
"It appears we will have to
call upon our depth much
more this year which means
our reserves will play an important role in our season,"
added Greene.
The Racers will open the
regular season Dec. 1 against
Big Ten power Indiana before
returning home Dec. 3 to host
Quincy College
;

Test For Two-Platoon System To
Come In Season Opener With SIU

16 Oz.

Intersquad Scrimmages

80 with an injury has
,
1979
returned 30 pounds lighter and
the loss of weight has apparently improved his play.
"The play of Michael Bates
is probably the most pleasing
aspect or pre-season practice
to this point," said Greene.
"Bates along with Kenney
Hammonds and junior college
transfer Mike McKinney have
been looking real good inside."
"Their strong showing has
to be an encouraging sign
because our concern going into the season is the positions
they play. They are being
counted on to fill the voids inside."
Bates contributed 17 points,

Lady Racer Coach To Experiment

"Meet The takers Night"

Chili Supper

champions will welcome any
extra help that's available to
cope with their initial opposition.
England is led by 6-8 forward Greg White, a former
three-time All-Pac-8 selection
for Southern California, who is
averaging over 30 points on
the current tour.
Murray State returns four
starters from last season's 238 team that advanced to the
quarter-final round of the NIT
but it's the performance of a
reserve on last year's successful team that has attracted most of the pre-season
praise from Greene. •
Senior 6-10 center Michael
Bates, who missed most of

very physcial team with
players," said
veteran
Greene. "Our inside game is
still an unknown quantity so
this is exactly the kind of test
we need."
An added attraction to
Saturday night's action will be
an appearance by the world
famous San Diego Chicken.
Tickets are available
throughout the week at the
MSU ticket office in Stewart
Stadium and they will be on
sale Saturday night at the
arena.
"Maybe the chicken will bring us good cluck," smiled
Greene.
Whether it's "cluck" or
luck, the defending OVC co-

Grape Jelly
Black Pepper
Salad Dressing

25

Evaporated MR
Pooches
Bar B. 0. Sauce
Margarine
Wheaties
Shredded Wheat

16 Oz.

43'
,.., 69'
45'
, 496
S1 39

594

Dog Food
kitty Litter
Super Suds
Bleach
hg. Detergent

Calloway County
Athletic Boosters
16 Oz.

25

11

Steak Sauce

Sweet
PEAS

25
te9'
S9'
69'

Tropicnna Orange

inG
DETEENT

JUICE

1

4th.$ 1 69

$
1 1

29

Gal

.r
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Followed By DePaul, Defending Champ Louisville

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
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Sports In Brief

The Top
20 Colleges
lie Al. lap twenty
By The AVKIVAI1 Press
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NHL Standings
•16,- Amociated Pmt,,
emptell tordenno
Patrick Diviskin
W I. T GI' GA Pts
Philadelphia
13 4
80 44 28
--N:YAsianders
11 1 4 83 70 26
Calgary
8 6 4 69 61 At
Washington
5 6 7 6'2 59 17
N
Rangers
4 12 3 65 89 11
Smythe Division
St 1 outs
11 6 3 76 74 25
VidICOUVer
10 6 3 76 63 23
colts-ado
8 6 4 66 6953
(Imago
6 9 5 74 88 17
Laiionton
4 8 5 59 68 13
Winnipeg
I 11 5 59 5)7
Woks Cuoftwence
Norris DiVidnil
I of; Angeles
12 5 1 79 6255
Montreal
9 7 2 79 5469
Hartford
5 9 4 59 81 14
Pittsburgh
5 10 3 67 83 13
1 )11.1,
.1
3 II 3 56 75 9
Adams Division
Minnesota
10 3 It 73 4422
Buffalo
9 3 5 64 4522
Toronto
9 5 2 71 17853
Boston
5 9 3 55 59 13
Quebev
3 10 5 64 It II
Tuesday's Games
Quebec 6, Waslungton 2
NY Lslanders 7, SLI etas 2
Vancouver 6, Winitmeg 1
Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia at NY Rangers
Mouesota at Ilttsburgh
Detroit at Quebo
Montreal at Toronto
Buffalo at Chicago
Vancouver at Edrnorton
Winnipeg at Los Angeles
Thurarthy's Games
Colorado at fICV011
Ctilp,ary at Wasturodon
Minnesota at Philadelphia
Hartford at NY LsLanders
I stroll at Montreal
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nupasguer, 6-0, 60; France's Roger
eutuphe Vandal clowned tyaecteaskwakian
veteran Jan Kuck.6-Z 6-4. Panel Putts of
France stopped Paul McNaiirie at Austraha
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Division I-AA
Standings

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Kentucky Wildcats will
go into the college basketball
season as the No.1 team in the
nation.
The Wildcats were accorded
that lofty position in The
Associated Press pre-season
poll by a panel of the nation's
sports writers and broadcasters after a strong
recruiting ,ear for the second
straight season by Joe Hall.
Led by 7-foot center Sam
Bowie,and peopled with a host
of high school All-Americas,
the Wildcats collected 30 of 59
firstplace votes and 1,131
points in the poll released
Tuesday to edge out DePaul
for the top sprit
DePaul, which finished No.1
in last season's final poll,
taken before the NCAA
playoffs, grabbed 18 firstplace dotes for 1,072 points.
Louisville, the defending
NCAA champion which lost
superstar Darrell Griffith,
was third in the voting with
two firsts and 902 points.
Maryland, led by Atlantic
Coast Conference Player of
the Year Albert King, was
No.4 with two top votes and 837
points.
Syracuse Coach Jim
Boeheim is among those in
agreement with the Wildcat's
top-rating.
"Kentucky has the best
talent 'I've -seen in a long
time," he says. "They have
the top ten players of any
team in America. Their second five can beat anybody
else's second five by at least 20
points, I think."
Boeheim, whose own team
was picked for No.19, added:
"I think there are three great
teams in the country this year
— Kentucky, DePaul and
Maryland — and dozens of
good ones who all have some
kind of talent."
The highest Eastern team in

the poll is Georgetown's defending Big East champions, at
N0.16, a IA that does not surprise Boeheim.

In that regard. Indiana was
picked No.5 with two firstplace votes and 836 points,
while UCLA nailed down No.6
with two firsts and 826 points.
The Bruins were picked
ahead of a team they finished
behind of last year in the
Pac10 race — Oregon State.
The defending league champions garnered one No.1 vote

''The East is not easy to sell
in the preseason polls," he
says, pointing out that voters
tend to go for traditional
teams like the Kentuckys, Indianas and UCLAs.

and picked up a total of 731
points for No. 7.
Virginia, which won the National Invitation Tournament
last season and returns one of
the highest-profile centers in
the country in Ralph Sampson, was No.8 with one first
and 724 points. Ohio State, the
only other team to get a firstplace vote, received 717

1

KANSAS CITY, Mo. AP) —
George Brett was taking life
easy in Palm Springs, Calif.,
far from Kansas City's harsh
November winds, when he
learned Tuesday that he'd
finally won the award he
wanted most.
In a landslide, Kansas City's
27-year-old third baseman was
named the American
League's Most Valuable
Player.
"It's like the Cy Young if
you're a pitcher," Brett said
from his vacation retreat.
"This is the one I really
wanted." Although honors and
awards have poured in since
Brett ended his spectacular
season, he was apprehensive
about his chances of winning
the MVP.

WE
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"There's a little anxiety,
you don't want to build your
hopes up too high," he said. "I
remember one year (1976) I
thought I had a good chance at
it and didn't win. That left me
a little upset. Thurman ( Munson, Yankee catcher) got it. So
I learned not to be too confident about winning."
Brett won even though he
played in only 117 games. Injuries sidelined him three different times and forced him
out of more than 40 games.
Nevertheless, he challenged
the magic .400 batting average
until late in the season and
finished at .390, highest in the
major leagues since Ted
Williams hit .406 in 1939. With
118 RBI in 117 games, he
became the first player in 30
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years to drive in more runs
than games played, with a
minimum of 100 RBI.
He also became the 15th
player in Al, history to win
both the batting crown and the
slugging percentge title in the
same year, leading the league
with a .664 slugging mark. Only .Milwaukee's Cecil Cooper,
with 122, had more RBI.
The injury-prone Brett sat
out 45 games. Only Gabby
Hartnett, who hit .344 in 116
games with the Chicago Cubs
in 1935, won the award while
playing in fewer games than
Brett's 117.
"If a guy was a 117 or 120
( game) type of player, then I
think you could question his
being MVP," said Brett's
manager, Jim Frey. "But
George would have played
every inning but for injuries.
You say 117 games and you
think of a guy who's not exactly an every-day player, a guy
you're platooning. But that's
not George.
"We're talking about a guy
who was second in the league
in RBIs, a guy who was still
around .400 late in the
season," Frey said."His stats
were beter than guys who
played 150 and 160 games."
Brett received 17 first-place
votes, nine seconds and two
thirds from the 28-member
panel of members of the
Baseball Writers' Association
of America.
tlis 335 points far outdistanced New York's Reggie
Jackson, the 1973 MVP, who
had 234 points, including five
first-place. Yankee relief ace
Rich Gos.sage was third with
four first-place ballots and 218
points, followed by Royals'
outfielder Willie Wilson with
one first-place vote and 169
points. Milwaukee's Cooper
was next with 160 points,
followed by Baltimore first
baseman Eddie Murray, 106,
and Yankee cateher Rick
Cerone with one firstplace and
77 points.

points. Notre Dame rounded
out the Top Ten with 591
points.
The rest of the Top Twenty
included: Missouri, Louisiana
State, North Carolina, Iowa,
Texas A&M, Georgetown, St.
John's, Brigham Young,
Syracuse and Arkansas.
Indiana finished first in last
year's preseason poll.

Magic Suffers Possible Cartilage
Tear; Further Tests Scheduled
By ALEX SACHA HE
AP Sports Writer
The Los Angeles Lakers won
a game — but it may turn out
to be a most costly victory.
Magic Johnson, the Lakers'
brilliant backcourt leader,
suffered suspected cartilage
damage to his left knee and
had to be helped from the
court during the second
quarter of the Lakers' 107-94
National Basketball Association victory over the Kansas
City Kings Tuesday night.
Dr. Robert Kerlan, the
Lakers' team physician, examined Johnson and said the
injury was "a suspected tear
to the posterior horn of the
medial semi-lunar cartilage."
X-rays and further tests were
scheduled for today to determine the extent of the injury.
"I went to cut, to pick up my
man, and the knee said, 'I'm
not going with you," said
Johnson, the second-year man
who leads the league in assists
and Steals and ranks 10th in
scoring with 22.4 points per
game."I heard something pop
or crack."
In other NBA games Tuesday night, the Philadelphia
76ers beat the New York
Knicks 113-99, . the Atlanta
Hawks topped the San Antonio

the Knicks to three ganies in
the Atlantic Division.
Hawks 97,Spurs 93
Atlanta broke its 10-game
losing streak as Eddie
Johnson scored 23 points, including the clinching basket
on a baseline jumper with 20
seconds left. George Gervin
had 35 for San Antonio, including the Spurs' first 14
points of the game.
The Hawks were bolstered
by the rebounding of center
Wayne -Tree" Rollins and
forward Dan Roundfield, who
have been injured for much of
the season. Rollins grabbed 15
rebounds and Roundfield 12.
Cavaliers 104, Clippers 94
Cleveland, leading 71-70 in
the third quarter, broke the
game open with 11 consecutive
points and coasted through the
final period. Randy Smith
scored 25 points and Mike Mitchell added 23 for the Cavs,
while- rookie Michael Brooks
had 20 for San Diego, 17 in the
Second half.
Suns 162, Mavericks 91
Len "Truck" Robinson
so:wet:L.24 points and Dennis
Johnson added 23 as Phoenix
raised its record to 16-3. The
expansion Mavericks, meanwhile, dropped to 3-18, the
worst mark in the league.

Warriors 103, Bullets 97
Golden State won its fourth
'in a row as guards Lloyd Free
and John Lucas combined for
55 points and 13 assists. The
Warriors jumped out to a 16-4
lead at the start and nevi-T.
trailed.
Pacers 102, Pistons 97
Centers Clernon Johngon
and James Edwards helped
Indiana dominate play in th:i
final period as the Pacers
handed Detroit its 16th defeat
in 20 games. Johnson scored
seven points as the Pacers
moved from an 81-81 tie to a
92-87 lead midway through the
fourth quarter, then Edwards
scored five points down the
stretch to turn back a late
Detroit rally.
Celtics 113, Bulls 112
Larry Bird scored four
points, made a key steal and
grabbed three rebounds in the
final four minutes as the
Celtics edged the Bulls for
their fourth consecutive victory. Boston overcame a
seven-point deficit in the Coal
period to pull it out.
Rockets 138,SuperSonics 118
Houston raced • to a 68-51
halftime lead and coasted past
Seattle as Moses Malone
scored 33 points and pulled
down 16 rebounds.
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Spurs 97-93, the Phoenix Suns
stopped the Dallas Mavericks
102-91, the Boston Celtics edged the Chicago Bulls 113-112,
the Cleveland Cavaliers
defeated the San Diego Clippers 104-94, the Golden State
Warriors topped the
Washington Bullets 103-97, the
Indiana Pacers beat the
Detroit- Pistons 102-97, the
Houston , Rockets outscored
the Seattle SuperSonics 138118, the Milwaukee Bucks
defeated the Utah Jazz 126-93
and the Portland Trail Blazers
downed the Denver Nuggets
122-103.
Jamaal Wilkes led the
Lakers past Kansas City with
34 points, 20 of them in the second half. Three long jumpers
by Wilkes in the last three
minutes sealed the victory.
Norm Nixon added 18 points
for the Lakers and Jim Chones
had 16 points and a careerhigh 17 rebounds.
76ers 11, Knicks 99
Julius Erving scored seven
of his 30 points in an 11-point
Philadelphia surge in the final
4:45 as the 76ers pulled away
from the Knicks to win for the
15th time in the last 16 games.
The triumph avenged two early season losses to New York
and increased their lead over

e•
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viewers have this motorcycle in
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who will blow the siren on this
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Flip the faces over and lo and behold there is
story, about you know who! The little girl, the
wolf, a kind woodcutter and grandmother! L'il
ones are sure to love this 'un!

No. 406 Major Morgan The
Electronic Organ

$757

Let's make music! Simply insert a song cord and
touch the electronic keyboard according to the 10'1'
ters, numbers, colors or symbols shown. Comes
complete. with song instruction book. Requires 9
volt battery (not included).

No. 122 Can't Stop Game
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MASTER
MIND

Keep on rolling the dice, but watch out because it
you Can't Stop, -you may lose everything! New and
different game for 2 to 4 players. Ages 10 to
Adult.
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A gone of cunning nod logic - 80'. skill
and 20% luck. A constant challecale
try to break the hidden code There s
game quite like it,
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Reagan Courts Congress With No Surprise' Pledge
Bj, MIKE SHANAHAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presidentelect Ronald Reagan, courting Congress with a pledge not "to throw up
surprises," is being promised cooperation — but not necessarily a honeymoon
— with Democratic leaders.
Reagan made a busy tour of the
Capitol on Tuesday, meeting with
House and Senate leaders of both parties, and was to have lunch and dinner
with congressional Republicans today

This morning, Reagan and Vice
President-elect George gash were
given an intelligence briefing by CIA
Director Stansfield Turner.
The initial reception to Reagan on
Capitol Hill was cordial.
"I liked him," said House Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. of
Massachusetts, who will lead the
Democrats' defense when the new administration takes.office in January.
"He was very personable."
For his part, O'Neill said he promised

to withhold criticism of the new president for six months, but he said he also
let Reagan know the Democrats intend
to be tough minority critics.
"I told him,'You're in the big leagues
now. Things might not move as fast as
you think they should,— O'Neill said.''I
think he was a little surprised when I
told him that. That's OK. It won't be the
only thing that will surprise him."
In the Senate, which will be controlled by Republicans in the new Congress,
Democratic leader Robert C. Byrd of

Older Residents To Get Flu Shots
ItANKFORT, Ky. i AP
Now is
the time for Kentuckians 65 and older to
roll up their sleeves for a flu shot.
"We always like for them to get their
inoculations early," said Dr. Theron
Blickenstaff, adding that the flu season
runs from December through
February.
It takes up to two weeks after receiving a shot to build up an immunity, he
added.
Blickenstaff, a spokesman for the
state Health Department, said the
agency already has had requests "for
quite a bit of vaccine. It was more than
what the manufacturers had
prepared.
In addition to those 65 and over,
Blickenstaff recommends the shots for
people with such chronic illnesses as
heart disease,diabetes or asthma.
-If you're below that age,and in good

health, there's no need for an inoculation," he said.
"With the limited supp{jr of vaccine
available, we hesitate to tell everyone
to get shots. We would rather reserve it
for those who really need it."
Blickenstaff said the vaccine is supplied through a federal program and
"we furnish it to the health departments."
Some is distributed free to physicians, "if they agree not to charge patients but they can collect a fee for administering it."
There were 5,119 cases reported in
the state last year,but Blickenstaff said
there was no way he could foreCast the
case load for this season.
"There are too many factors involved." He said more cases are reported in
the winter months because "people
tend to be inside together for longer

West Virginia said it was thoughtful of
Reagan to meet with congnesstunal
leaders two months before his inauguration.
But Byrd added: "There has to be a
healthy minority. We intend to play this
adversary role in a responsive and
responsible manner."
Congressional critics of President
Carter have often said he did not build
rapport with House and Senate leaders,
paid attention to them only when a
legislative crisis was pending, and as a
result, saw many of his programs fail.
Reagan is trying to avoid such
mistakes.
O'Neill was personally incensed when

periods of tune, and that helps spread
it."
This year's vaccine contains protection against Type A-Bangkok, Type ABrazil, and Type B-Singapore. The
name of the virus indicates where it
originated.

he was assigned poor seats to a Carter
inauguration event in 1977 and was
often ignored when senior Carter aides
were drafting administration
legislative proposals.
By contrast, Edwin. Meese III, to
become a Cabinet-level presidential)
counselor under Reagan, has already
paid a courtesy call on O'Neill.
And it was Reagan himself who proposed Tuesday's meetings with Byrd,
O'Neill, Senate Ripublican leader
Howard Baker, House GOP leader John
Rhodes and more than a dozen other
major figures in Congress.
"It is clear to me that he understands
the nature of the two-party system and

k?

Electric Board Will
Meet This Afternoon
The Murray Electric System board
will consider updating Murray State
University's contract at this afternoon's meeting set for 4:30 at the electric system.
Superintendent Ron Underwood will
present the university's contract. Other
items on the agenda include annual
salary and wage increases.

Congress. 1-le is expected to
review a narrowed list of
Cabinet candidates before
leaving for California on Friday.
The top few choices for the
Cabinet positions were compiled by a group of clae advisers headed by Smith who
met Monday at Smith's
downtown Los Angeles office.
Smith, a New Hampshire
native who received his law
degree from Harvard University, is a senior partner in the
law firm of Gibson, Dunn and
Crutcher. He has been on the
advisory board for the Center
for Strategic and International Studies, a conservative

research group at Georgetown
University here.
Sources on the transition
team said Reagan had made
no formal decisions as of Tuesday, but is expected to make
his choices and extend format
Cabinet offers beginning next
week. One aide cautioned that
Reagan would not necessarily
follow the advice of his advisers in all instances and
might choose candidates not
on the final lists.
Two sources involved in the
shaping of the new Republican
administration said Simon,
another of the 19 members of
the "kitchen cabinet" that
prepared the list of candidates, was the only person

being seriously considered for
the Treasury Department
post.
However, sources said that
while Simon was the frontrunner,. he was not the only candidate for the job. Also mentioned were two other former
treasury secretaries
—
George P. Shultz, now vice
chairman of the Bechtel
Corp.; a worldwide engineering and construction firm based in San Francisco, and John
B. Connally, a former Texas
governor — and Walter
Wriston,chairman of Citicorp.
A congressional source said
John Tower, R-Texas, is "all
but certain" to be selected as
Reagan's defense secretary.

"Low Overhead Means Low Prices"

White Cloud

Ky
Optometry Profession main
HARLAN' .AP) — The
building of the twoThe optometry profession
should be considered by
students interested in medical
careers because of projected
shortages of practitioners, according to Dr: Louis Beyer,
pre-professional advisor at
Murray State University.
Dr. Beyer recently attended
a two-day orientation program on optometry at the
Southern College of Optometry in Memphis, Tenn.
The program was conducted
to acquaint advisors with optometry as a career.
According to the Southern
Council of Optometrists, about
20,000 practicing doctors of optometry in the United States
will represent less than one
half of the need by the end of
this decade. The council says
shortages especially exist in
southern states.

building Harlan Elementary
School campus was gutted by
fire today, despite the efforts
of eight fire departments to
save it.
"What you've got left standing is basically the walls,"
reported one newsman who
was at the scene.
Classes for the 550 students
at the elementary school, plus
all other students in the
Harlan Independent School
District, were canceled today
while officials began deciding
what to do. .
The high school across the
street was not threatened by
the blaze.
Fire officials said the blaze
started about 2:50 a.m, in a
speech therapist's office on
the second floor, above the
lobby of the main entrance. It
spread laterally from that

center point to the two wings
of the building.
No cause of the fire was
determined immediately.
The eight fire departments
called to the scene were
Harlan, Loyall, Evarts,
Pineville, the Harlan County
Emergency Rescue Squad,
Bell County Volunteer Fire
Department, Cumberland
Fire Department and Pennington Gap, Va.
The two-story brick structure housed classrooms, an
auditorium, a three-story
gymnasium and a cafeteria.
The cafeteria, gym and
auditorium were also used by
junior high and high school
students.
Fire fighters were able to
salvage very little, mostly
high school football equipment
stored in the gym.The records
stored in the building were
lost.

The school superintendent,
George Francis, said he came
to the school shortly after the
fire alarm was turned in. He
said the fire was widespread
when he arrived.
The second building in the
campus is a smaller
classroom building.
The burned building had
primarily a wood and plaster
interior and no sprinkler
system. It was insured.
It is the second time the
building has burned. It
previously burned March 14,
1944, and was substantially
rebuilt after that.
Firemen had the blaze
under control in about two
hours.
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Reagan's Personal Lawyer Is
Choice For Attorney General
By OWEN ULLMANN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
President-elect
Ronald
- Reagan's personal lawyer,
William•French Smith, is the
clear choice to become attorney general in the new administration and choices for
other Cabinet posts are narrowing, sources on Reagan's
transition team report.
Several sources said Smith,
-63. -a longtime Reagan confidante, seems assured of being selected for the top Justice
Department spot, while
former Treasury Secretary
William E. Simon is likely to
return to the job he held under
President Gerald R. Ford.
Reagan was in Washington
today to receive a national
security briefing and meet
with Republican members of

the relationship between the two branches," Baker said.
Reagan pledged regular discussions
with Democratic and Republican
leaders of both Houses and said,"We're
not going to just throw up surprises,. at
the (Capitol) Hill."
"We know we are not going to accomplish anything without the cooperation of the House and Senate," he said.
O'Neill said "that's fine. We'll be glad
to go down. But he appreciates, of
course,that we are the opposition:'
As speaker, O'Neill can oppose
Reagan's programs forcefully as
leader of the Democratic majority in
the House.
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We still treat kids to any item on our Kids' Menu for 99C
Prices good at participating Sirloin Stockades Monday through Thursday

ERWIN frNICNADE.Bel Air Shopping Ceater

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Low-cost home loan money,
backed by the state, is
available but probably won't
last long.
The volume of requests has
been high since a Kentucky
Housing Corp. plan became effective last Friday.
The loans carry an interest
rate of under 11 percent.
The agency's distribution of
848 million dollars in loan
funds goes through 34 mortgage firms and several
Louisville firms which are
handling the funds say they
expect all of the money to be
spoken for this week.
For applicants, incomes can
be no higher than $21,500 a
year for a three-member
family and 672,500 for four in a
family. House prices are a
maximum $46,000.
The Ogallala aquifer
vast underground reservoir
stretching 800 miles from
South Dakota to Texas -holds enough water to fill Lake
Huron, according to National
Geographic.
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One American Among Dead In Airplane Crash
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By M.H. A111
Associated Press Writer
SEOUL, South Korea API
— Twelve people including an
American were reported killed when a Korean Airlines
" jumbo jet from Los Angeles
crashlanded in heavy fog at
Seoul's Kimpo Airport today
and caught fire. At least 15 of
the 214 survivors were injured.
Military sources said the
pilot, who was killed in the
crash, reported trouble with
the controls, then the Boeing
747 brushed an anti-aircraft

gun emplacement as it was
landing and a wing hit a
military vehicle parked off the
runway.
Quick action by crew
members in opening the
emergency exits and lowering
escape chutes was credited
with the large number of surr
vivors.
Reports of the number of
dead varied, but 10 hours after
the crash the airline said 12
bodies had been recovered
and all others aboard were accounted for.
A spokesman for the line

said six passengers, one of
them an American, and six
crew members were killed,
but their identities were
withheld. He denied a report
from his Los Angeles office
that a ground crewman was
killed fighting the fire.
South Korean officials said
two Americans were among
the injured, that one was
released from a hospital after
treatment, and that the other
was in good condition.
Only one of the Americans
was identified. She was Sue

Hachtmanri:44, of San Antonio, Texal, a native of
Korea, who said she "barely
managed" to escape from the
plane.

were among the passengers. -

A spokesman at Severance
Hospital in Seoul said none of
the injured were in serious
condition.

The big jet circled Seoul
several times andN hit an
"unspecified
barrier"
alongside the runway as it
landed about 7:15 a.m., the
district aviation control director for Seoul, Kim Pyong
Boon,told a news conference,

The airliner left Los Angeles
with 206 passengers and 20
crew members and refueled
en route in Anchorage,
Alaska. The airline's office in
Los Angeles said 27
Americans and 12 Canadians

military
But reliable
sources said the pilot radioed
he was having trouble with his
controls shortly befole he
began his landing. They said
the initial investigation showed the plane brushed an anti-

One of the passengers,
Japanese realtor Eiichiro
Sakai, told reporters: "The
plane tumbled as soon as it
landed. It seemed that the landing gear was out of order.
Then I looked out of the window and saw flame coming
from the engine with sparks."

New Store
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this
is the last
week for stainless
flatware offer

aircraft gun emplaciment as
it approached the runway
then tilted to one side, a wing
hit a Korean military vehicle
parked off the runway,and the
aircraft skidded on its belly
and burst into flames)
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In The Private Eyes, Don
In the early 1950's no one was
Knotts and Tim Conway play
funnier than Don Knotts on the
detectives who have come to
old Steve Allen Show, and
England to investigate the
later Tim Conway occasionamurder of an English lord and
ly performed inspired comic
his wife. Knotts wears a
routines on the Carol Burnett
% conSherlock Holmes outfit,
Show. But both have turned a
waywears a Dr. Wa° outlittle stale.
fit, and the menace ears a
The Private Eyes is not even
black cape and throws bombs.
very good kid's humor. The
The bombs, which look like
humor in a movie like Ulf rebowling balls with fuses, excent My Bodyguard, %Mich
plode at the feet of.Knotts and
works on both a kid's and an
Conway and cause no more
adult's level, spring from life.
damage than blackened faces.
The humor in The Private
Got the picture? Not exactly
Eyes springs from old T.V.
the kind of humor that will inroutines and stale sight gags.
terest adults — unless the
Rated PG. Nothing to worry
adults have a nostalgic yearnabout. You also needn't worry
ing for the return of movies
about laughing yourself sick.
like Abbott and Costello Meet
the Frankenstein Monster. As
a matter of fact, The Private
Eyes resembles nothing more
than one of those grade B
Slapstick comedies of the
1930's and 1940's.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Ah, you say, the golden age
of comedy! And you reminisce Col. Harland Sanders conabout how funny Costello was tinues his miracle recovery
bellowed, from pneumonia at a
he
when
"Aaaaaaabbit!" But have you Louisville hospital, according
seen any comedies from the to a spokesman for Kentucky'
golden age of comedy lately? Fried Chicken Inc.
Remember, you were thirtyThe 90-year-old founder of
five years younger then, the KFC was in critical condition
Second World War had just last week, and John Cox said
ended, and America was a dif- Tuesday that the Colonel is
ferent place. If you've tried to still on the serious list and relisten to Abbott and Costello's mains in intensive care, but
classic routine, "Who's on "his pneumonia is clearing
First?" in the last five years
Cox said Sanders' wife
or so, you know that the golden
age was mostly brass. Comic Claudia reported the Colonel
was "looking better': Tuestastes have changed.
Knotts and Conway haven't. day. Cox said the next step
toward Sanders' recovery will
be "when he gets out of intensive care and back to regular
hospital care."
Cox said a possible date for
Sanders to go home from the
PADUCAH, Ky.. (AP — A hospital "isn't even being
federal jury has found Ken- discussed yet."
Sanders was hospitalized
tucky State penitentiary inmate Randy Bowman guilty of Nov. 7 for treatment of an inthreatening the lives of Presi- fection of the kidney and bladdent Carter and U.S. District der. Cox said those infections
have cleared um
Judge Edward Johnstone.
The jury found Bowman
guilty Monday of three counts
For Information
of threatening Johnstone and
Regarding
one of threatening Carter. He
was also found guilty of a fifth
count — trying to escape from
the detention cell in the
(Permanent
federal ,courthouse at
Removal
of Hair
Paducah on July 22.
Call
Bowman was sentenced to
25 years in prison — five years
on each count to be served
consecutively.

Col. Sanders
Continues Recovery
From Pneumonia
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The most common symptom
of lice, is severe itching and
sometimes scratch marks or
rash on the back of the head
and behind the ears. Diagnosis
is made by identifying adult
lice or their nits (eggs). Nits
are very small white eggs
glued to the individual hair

shaft, very eh= to the scalp.
Treatment can be with
prescription or nonprescription
medication.
Directions must be followed
exactly and treatment
repeated in ten days, the
spokesman said. All family
members should be examined
for lice, and all infected persons treated.
Personal articles such as
hats, recently worn clothing,
sheets, and towels should be
machine washed in hot water,
and machine dried using the
hot cycle, or ironed with a hot
iron. Combs and brushes can
be treated by washing in a
disinfectant solution.
Upholstery
should
be
thoroughly vacuumed.
For additional questions,
contact the health department
at 753-3381.

I (Reviews Of Current Movies At Murray
Theatres)
By KENT FORRESTER

ake Mix

DS

Head lice have reappeared
in Calloway County and nationwide in recent years, according to a spokesman for the
Calloway Health Department.
"Head lice are tiny blood
sucking insects that live on the
scalp of humans," the
spokesman said. "In nearly
all cases of head lice,
transmission is due to direct
contact (head to head ) with an
infested
individual.
Transmission via combs,
brushes and hats,can occur."

Wed, Nov. 12th
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Says Thank You For

We've been privileged to serve Murray and Calloway County for Forty-Two Years. We want to express our appreciation by offering our entire inventory of fine quality
home furnishings at a reduction of. ..
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MSU Professor
Is Speaker At
Atlanta Meeting

1°14 HARDWAF*

CoasttoCoast

Turkeyfi

Dr. Jean Lorrah, a professor of English at Murray
State University, was one of
the principal speakers at the
Science Fiction and Fantasy
Discussion Circle of the South
Atlantic Modern Language
Association in Atlanta, Ga.,
Nov. 8.
Dr. Lorrah, who has taught
at Murray State for 12 years,
is the author of numerous articles in the field of the Fantastic, and of the fantasy
novel, "Savage Empire," to
be published in March, 1981,
by Playboy Press Paperbacks.

BOOK REVIEWERS FROM MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL. 1st
row, from left, Renae
Walker, Lisa Shoemaker, Christy Moseley. 2nd row, Sam
Woo!wine, librarian, Joan
Wilson,Ion Burke.

During Book Wook

She also is co-author with
Jacqueline Lichtenberg of the
science fiction novels "First
Channel" and "Channel's.
Destiny."

MMS Students Review Books
It's National Children's
Book Week, November 16 to
November 22, and what better
way to celebrate it than to present reviews written by
children of children's books.
Here are reviews of the more
popular and newer books
found in the Murray Middle
School Media Center.
•••
The book I read is called "A
Dance to Still Music" by Barbara Corcoran. In this book,
Margaret lives in Key West
where her mother is a
waitress in a small
restaurant. When Margaret
was younger she got a very
rare disease which caused her
to be deaf. She lived in Maine
at the time that it happened.
She can still talk and she can
read lips if the person doesn't
talk too fast.
Unexpectedly Margaret's
Mother decides to get married
but Margaret has plans of her
own. She knew that with her
Mother's marriage came a
school for the deaf and she
simply is not going to attend it.
So she thinks•it best that she
run away and go back to
Maine where she could live in
her Grandfather's house with
plenty of animals. But on the
way to Maine she finds two of
the very best friends anyone
could have and together they
change her whole life. But she
knows that her parents will
find her sometime.'
I am not going to tell you
anymore because I have told
you half the book already. But
when you read a great book,
you could go on forever. So if
you have nothing to do, grab a
good book and read and you
will never be sitting doing
nothing anymore.
Review by Renae Walker,
bin grade.
•••
Dahl, Roald. "Charlie and
the Great Glass Elevator."
This book is about Charlie and
his ownership of the Chocolate
Factory. His parents and
Grandparents live in the fac-

tory with Mr. Wonka. This
story tells about the adventures of Charlie and his family
in the Great Glass Elevator.
One exciting episode is when
the elevator goes through the
roof into space. I recommend
this book to everyone. It's
very funny and humorous.
Review by Christy Moseley,
7th grade.
••••
"A Dictionary of Greek and
Roman
Mythology"
by
Michael Stapleton is one of the
most fascinating and detailed
mythology books ever written.
It tells distinctly when, where,
how and who was involved.
There are fascinating Greek
and Roman myths - explanations for the natural happenings, different animals and
constellations too. For example; the god Apollo driving his
golden chariot (the sun)
across the sky.
It has a complete dictionary
of gods, myths, and famous
people of Greek and Roman
times. You will probably have
a hard time remembering all
the names and places but if
you like mythology I am sure
you will enjoy this book.
Review by Sam Wootwine,
6th grade.
•••
Frank, Anne. "The Diary of
a young girl."
Anne Frank was a young
Jewish girl at the time the
story took place. It was writ- j
ten during World War II by
Anne Frank and was first
published in Holland in 1947,It
was published later in the
United States by Oscar Frank,
Anne's father and was
translated from the Dutch by
B. M. Mooyaart and has an introduction by Eleanor
Roosevelt.
It takes place in Holland and
mostly in the Secret Annex,
where Anne and seven other
Jewish people were hidden
during the hunt by the
Gestapo. Anne went into
hiding at age 13 and died when
she was not yet 16. They were

captured and the eight of them
were sent to different Jewish
In discussing "The Monster
camps all over Germany. All
and the Popular Imagination
of them were killed except
in the Atomic Age" at the
Oscar Frank. This story tells
Atlanta meeting, Dr. Lorrah
of the loves and hates of Anne
observed, "Our views of
while in hiding and the disgust
ourselves as seen in popular
of the constant bickering
books and films reflect our
among the eight of them.
fears.
There are two more books
"In the 1950s, books and
about Anne, called; "Anne
Frank," "Portrait of films about atomic holocausts
Courage" and "The Works of and mutant monsters were
most popular. In the 1960s,
Anne Frank."
In '1955 a play called "The during the youth revolution,
Diary of Anne Frank" was demon children populated
given on Broadway and won page and screen, while the
the Pulitizer Prize for the best machines we built threatened
play of that year. It was later to takeover our society.
performed in Germany and at
"In the past 10 years,
the end of the performance, no
though," she went on, "The
one applauded it. The German
machine has become our
people could not believe that friend, while the environment
their leaders could have done
is turned against us - the imsuch things. There were tears age of the 1970s monster
is
in everyone's eyes. They felt surely the shark from
sorry for the first time when 'Jaws."
they realized how cruelly the
"Meanwhile, we have lookJews had been treated.
ed to the alien within
Review by Lisa Shoemaker,
ourselves, making us more
7th grade.
capable of accepting that
•••
I really enjoyed reading which is different, as we
"Don Quixote" by Miguel de welcome the alien spaceships
in 'Close Encounters of the
Cervantes. It was interesting
and enjoyable to read. It is Third Kind."
'Next year's meeting of the
about a man who dreams of
being a knight errant and group will be in Louisville,
during which Dr. Lorrah will
finally lives his dream.
If you like books about chair the Women's Caucus
knights, princesses, and the Workshop II with the topic,
golden age, I recommend "Women and the Fantastic:
Women as Readers, Writers
"Don Quixote" to you.
Review by Jon Burke, 7th and Teachers of Science Fiction and Fantasy."
grade.
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Duraflame Firelog

Duraflame II firelog burns 2-3 sole 1
I
hours. Easy to start.

vironment.
The petition said Madison
County citizens "are concerned about the possibility of
serious accidents with nerve
gas."
It was addressed to U.S.
Seri's. Wendell Ford and,
Walter D. Huddleston, retiring
U.S. Rep. Tim Lee Carter and
his elected successor, Hal
Rogers.
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Petition Seeks Destruction
Of Nerve Gas At Blue Grass
BEREA, Ky.(API — A petition urging the destruction of
nerve gas at the Blue Grass
Army Depot in Madison County has been sent to members
of Kentucky's congressional
delegation.
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Results Of Voted Tax Cut In Massachusetts Beginning To Appear
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By ARNOLD ZEITLIN
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON API — Tennis
buffs in Newton, one of
Massachusetts' richest communities, may have to pay to
play on the town courts.
Officials in Boston are
suspending projects totaling
$45 million, including a $1.7
million fire station and a
$68,000 executive dining room
for City Hall.
In Lowell, the Industrial
Revolution mill town now
undergoing revival, City
Manager Joseph Tully has
asked that city employees be
listed by seniority — he. may
have to lay off 500 of them so
the budget can be cut by $3.6
million.
Proposition 2`.2 is sinking in.
after
weeks
Two
Massachusetts voters approved a measure slashing property and auto excise taxes, state

The law, with some excep- serious. The day after the
and local officials — and the
public — are still trying to tions, goes into effect Dec. 4. election, Sisitsky suggested
Officials are predicting heavy
the measure be repealed — a
grasp its dimensions.
"People don't think it is cuts in police, firefighting and statement that brought a barreal," says Honore Kaplan, a school services to keep
rage of angry, occasionally
member of the school commit- budgets within the bounds of obscene telephone calls.
Sisitsky changed his mind
tee in Newton. "They: will only shortened revenues.
think it is real when we say
"I'd really like to get 400 about repeal but not his opihockey is no longer being of- people...who voted for Pro- nion of the new law: "When
position 2,2, give them a the consequences are clear in
fered."
2 will prove to
What is clear is that voters budget book and let them
late '81 or '82, 2,
approved, by a 3-to-2 margin, make the recommendations have been a disaster."
In Amherst, which voted
a measure limiting the proper- where to cut," said Dennis
ty tax to 2°-a percent of assess- McNamara,school committee 8,60340-2,726 against Proposied valuation — it previously member in Dracut, where a tion 2°-2, officials already are
averaged almost 4 percent 6,606-to-2,967 vote favored the looking for ways to circumacross the state — and reduc- proposition.
vent it.
Many officials say they hope
Town Manager A. Louis
ing the car excise tax to $25
the Legislature will amend, Hayward says he hopes the
from $66 per $1,000.
Legislature will add a homeEvery sizable town and city even repeal the law.
That's not likely, says state
expects to lose millions of
rule clause to the tax-cutting
dollars in revenue; statewide Sen. Alan Sisitsky, D- measure, giving citizens the
estimates range from $600 Springfield, who learned the
power to override the assessmillion to $1 billion next year.
hard way that the voters were
ment limit.

Over 24,000
Cited By KSP
In September

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Moray Wow I hats by
5:30 p m Monday-Friday or by
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to call 153-1916 between 530 II-III
pod 6 p.m., lammlay freest Friday, ea
3:30 so. aral 4 p.m. Samaras.
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—Cambridge Fire Chief
Daniel Reagan, faced with a
25 percent budget cut, is considering shutting down one of
the city's nine fire stations and
ending the city's free ambulance rescue service.
—Springfield has imposed a
hiring freeze and will not fill 64
vacancies in its police and fire
departments.
— Lowell plans to cut school
spending by laying off 200
employees, including assistant principals, athletic
philosophical, even though
town officials figure a revenue
loss of $8 million to $11 million
in the next three years.
"We shouldn't panic," said
Kulig. "We've been through
wars, demonstrations and
strife before. We'll get
through 2"z."

the limit on taxes raises questions about the city's ability to
repay loans. Richards says
Boston may have to wait for
months before issuing new
bonds.
Other towns are taking
these approaches:
--Quincy Mayor Arthur
Tobin, facing a tax revenue
cut of $15 million, ordered an
end to all police and fire
department overtime and is
exploring plans to consolidate
departments.
—In Fitchburg, the fire
department faces cutting 23
people, and overtime and purchases have been frozen. City
workers may be a little frosty
themselves after Mayor David
Gilmartin banned the use of
supplemental electric heaters
in offices.
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Prevent Blindness
Slates Anniversary
Celebration Nov. 20

PROHIBITION
Prohibition was repealed in
the United States in 1933.

scrutinizing Boston's $370
million operating budget.
Over the weekend, White's
representative cast a key
"no" vote when an advisory
board refused to provide more
money for Boston's mass transit system.
The transit crisis is a
longrunning dispute not
directly related to Proposition
2k2, but the board's vote
against overspending clearly
reflected the mood of the
voters: at least part of any
funding increase for transit
will come directly from property tax revenues.
Another threat to the city is
a possible change in its credit
rating. Treasurer Lowell
Richards III says the city ordinarily would issue bonds to
raise money in December. But

THE NEIGHBOR YOU TRUST FOR DIE BRANDS YOU KNOW.

FRANKFORT — The Kentucky State Police reported
24,200 traffic citations and
1,575 criminal arrests during
the month of September.
According to the latest ac-tivity totals for the 16 state
police posts, 1,279 of the traffic
citations were for drunk driving. Most of the citations,
16,634, were for moving hazardous violations such as
speeding.
Troopers assisted 3,795
motorists during the month
and issued 16,214 courtesy
notices.
A total of 206 stolen vehicles
were recovered and 2,268 accidents were investigated.
Post activity totals for
September:
POST 1, MAYFIELD —
Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Livingston, Lyon, McCracken,
Marshall and Trigg counties.
Troopers from the Mayfield
post issued 1,376 traffic citations, 961 of which were moving hazardous violations.
A total of 851 courtesy
notices were issued and 190 accidents were investigated.
The post reported 287
motorist assists, 78 criminal
arrests and five stolen
vehicles recovered.

The 25th anniversary of the
Kentucky Society to Prevent
Blindness will be celebrated
Thursday, Nov. 20, at an 8
p.m. dinner in the Cochran
Room of the Galt House. The
guest speaker will be Samuel
Dace .,McPherson, M. D.,
Chairman of the Department
of Ophthalmology at the
Hospital,
McPherson
Durham, North Carolina.
Awards will be presented to
various individuals and
groups, with the Doctors'
Band, under the direction of
Dr. Sheldon B. Schiller, providing entertainment.
The celebration is concurrren t with a scientific session of
the University of Louisville
of
Department
Ophthalmology and the
of
Louisville
Academy
Ophthalmology, making the
anniversary a social and professional occasion.
The public is invited to attend. Tickets are $25 each,and
are available by reservation
at the Society office, 584-6127,
payment in advance.

"Amherst should be able to
determine its own destiny,"
said Hayward.
But state Sen. David Locke,
R-Wellesley, believes he has
an easier solution.
"What I see happening is
that Proposition 242 will force
cities and towns to go to 100
percent valuation," said
Locke, referring to a goal
ordered by the state Supreme
Judicial Court but not fully implemented. "Once this happens, assessed values will rise
to the levels they should be. I
don't see anybody getting hurt
by this.
But the prophecies continue
to be grim for big and small.
Boston figures a loss of $97
million in tax revenues for the
next fiscal year and Mayor
Kevin White has planners
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Calloway Students
Learning About Food
Food service personnel donned sombreros during Mexican Day at North Elementary. Left to right - Melissa Rowland, Charlene Melvin, Delorise Boggess, Ernestine
Hargis, Margie Woodall, and Sandra Stephens.

)

Students in the Calloway
County School System are
learning through practical application that "you are what
you eat." Federal funds made
available to the school system
for Project E.A.T. i Eating Attitude Training) are being used to provide a wide variety of
learning experiences about
nutrition.
Goals of the project include
involving students, parents,
and teachers in the school
lunch program; introducing
students to new foods; stressing the relationship of
physical fitness to nutrition;
and improving the quality of
snack foods selected by

•a•MO
OOP

students.
Project E.A.T. activities
have included classroom tours
of school kitchens; -sampling
new food at tasting parties;
students decorating cafeterias
for Mexican Day; sharing
lunch with Murray State football players and preparing
nutritious snacks. Student advisory committees in each
school also meet each month
with food service personnel.to
share ideas.
"The goal of Project E.A.T.
is to reduce health problems
associated with poor eating
habits," says project director,
Joanna Adams, whii is also
food service director .for the
schools.
_

A tasting party featuring raw fruits and vegetables was enjoyed by Mrs. McCage
third grade at East Elementary. Many students tasted foods they had never tasted
before. Left to right, Paula Welch, Scott West, Mrs. Lorene McCage, Jimmy Stahlex
Billy Harris.

A

k

'

Air
Cafeteria manager, Tillie Geurin, conducts kitchen tours for the Student Advisory
Council at East. Left to right - Front Donald Brantley, Darrell Brantley, Carla Mize,
Tammy Edmonson, Jenny Lough, Darra Mitchell, Gretchen Spiceland, Wendy
Smotherman. Back - Jason Phillips, Lod Roberts, Jennifer Green, Tim Carpenter, Tillie
Geyarin.

•

TA,

aercria- —
"Se ective Snackology" is put into practice by Calloway County High School students
of Bess Kerlick. Left to right, Carla Allbritten, Teresa Rushing, Roycellarris, Tim Thorn
Linda Wyatt and Mrs. Kerlick.

Calloway Middle School students decorated for Mexican Day.
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Murray State University football players sign autographs for Calloway Middle School
students while eating lunch in the school cafeteria. From left, Clint Barrow, Don
Walker, Wade Rogers.
Sale ends Nov 24
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Roasting Pans
Roast Meat & Poultry
Students in Mrs. Eleanor Miller's sixth grade class at Southwest Elementary designed
and modeled their own Mexican ponchoes for International Day. Left • Shane Henley,
Tommy Stalls, Liz Marquad. Back - Sammy Bomarito, Alesia Covey, Ann Marie Hoke.
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John Dillon, sixth grade student at North Elementary, shows Mexican display
prepared by students during National School Lunch Week.
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MSU Program Focuses On Rural Health Needs
Health care needs which are Health and Human Services is needs that differ from more
unique to rural areas will be financing implementation. populous regions of the state.
the focus of a new program of First-year funding, totaling "Particularly in the four river
graduate studies leading to a $180,000 already has been counties and in the Pennyrile
master's degree in nursing at received.
Region, residents do not have
Murray State University.
"We want to prepare the adequate health care and we
Among topics to be discuss- master's level nurse to pro- want to prepare graduate
ed by students in the graduate vide primary care skills, nurses to work in that setprogram will be the effects of utilize community concepts ting."
living in a small community and be cognizant of the needs
The
problem
of
with no physician; illnesses of a rural area," said Mrs. Er- transportation to medical sercommon to a large elderly win, an associate professor vices in Murray or Paducah
population and the cultural who was named chairman will be considered by nursing
reluctance of persons to seek June 1 and previously served graduate students."Too often,
medical services, according to as interim chairman.
if a person must drive 50 miles
Dr. Martha Erwin, chairman
As viewed by health of- for medical attention they will
of the MSU Department of ficials, western Kentucky is a opt for going to a neighbor and
Nursing.
rural area and has health seeing what treatment worked
A six-year effort to begin a
nursing graduate program in
the College of Human
Development and Learning on
the Murray State campus concluded Oct. 9 with approval of
a graduate proposal by the
state Council on Public Higher
Education. Several revisions
prior to approval were design,.
ed to more effectively serve
the university region.
Recruitment of faculty and
curriculum planning has
begun. A target date of fall
1981 has been set for admitting
students to the program.
A three-year $500,000 advanced training grant from
the federal Department of

resulting in increased health
needs. Mrs. Erwin said the
region was studied in preparing the graduate proposal and
its needs included in the final
draft.
The graduate studies will be
a two-year program, which
also is about one semester
longer than usual. Mrs. Erwin
added that admissions standards will be stricter than
those of most universities.
The admission standards
and a more complete program
should result in a . higher
caliber of nursing student being attracted, Mrs. Erwin

for them."
Mrs. Erwin noted that about
18 percent of western Kentucky residents are elderly, a
percentage higher than the national average. "Older people
have a higher instance of
chronic illnesses and impairments. Generally, the
more rural an area is, the
more chronic its health problems."
Other health problems unique to rural areas and shared
by the university region include a higher proportion of
children and general lower
education levels, both

said.
The approximately 340
students enrolled in the
undergraduate program and
practicing nurses in the area
will be able to advance their
nursing careers "by broadening their educational base"
when the master's program is
implemented, said Mrs. Erwin.
Nurses who obtain the
master's degree will find it
easier to land administrative
jobs and work in specialized
areas such as mental health,
health planning and promotion, said Mrs. Erwin, who ad-

Speight Awarded
Best In Show At
State Conference
Jerry Speight, a faculty
member in the Department oi
Art at Murray State University, was awarded the Best In
Show at the 30th annual Kentucky Art Education Association Conference Art Exhibition at Barkley Lodge.
Speight received the award
last weekend for his large
drawing of flowers. Honorable
mentions were awarded to
three other works, a painting
by Murray State Department
of Art Chairman Robert
Head; an enameled panel by
Evva Istas, a teacher at
Paducah Tilghman High
School, and a painting by Neil
Petrie, a faculty member at
Western Kentucky University.
Speight has been awarded
Best In Show for two consecutive years. The exhibition
was open to art educators who
hold memberships in KAEA.

Dillon Completes
Segment Of Course
At Fort Benning

DO

"This is a program that
nurses in the Paducah area
have been requesting and I'm
sure many will be enrolling
next fall. The trend in nursing
is toward management, making a master's degree very
helpful," she said. •
Stuart Poston, administrator of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
agreed. "Continuing education in nursing is always
helpful. The master's program will definitely help
nurses to advance themselves
and it should result in better
care."
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Paducah Boys Choir
Selling Tickets To
Vienna Choir Concert
The Paducah Boys Choir is
now selling season tickets foradmission to the March 9, 1981
concert by the Vienna Boys
Choir as well as the Dec. 18,
1980 and May 8, 1981 concerts
by the Paducah Boys Choir.
'The prices are $12 for adults
and $6 for students.
The Paducah Boys concerts
will both be presented in Jetton Auditorium. The programs will contain traditional
choir music by Bach, Mozart,
and Vivaldi as well as contemporary music by Hanson.
Whitfield,and others.
The Vienna Boys Choir concert will be in Tilghman
Auditorium. The Vienna
Choir, formed in 1498, is composed of boys of ages 10 to 13'
who attend a special school in
Vienna, Austria. Their only
other appearance in Kentucky
during this tour of the U.S. will
be in Frankfort on January 29.
The season tickets are
available from Paducah Boys
Choir members or can be obtained by sending ticket requests to the Paducah Boys
Choir, PO Box 1543, Paducah
42001.

ded that master's graduates
will be eligible to be licensed
as advanced registered nurse
practitioners.
Area health officials hope
implementation of the
master's program will reduce
the drain of nurses who must
leave hospital staffs and
relocate to work on the
master's degree. "Several of
our nurses have had to either
relocate or try and get their
master's by correspondence,"
said day nursing supervisor
at
Childress
Waldine
Paducah's Western Baptist
Hospital,

.3;•
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Private Michael 1.. Dillon, son
of Mr. and Mrs. John Dillon of
Route 1, Dexter, recently completed One Station Unit Training OSUT at the U. S. Army
Infantry School, Fort Benning,
OSUT is a 12-week period
which combines basic combat
training and advanced individual training.
The training included
weapons qualifications, squad
tactics, patrolling, landmine
warfare, field communications and combat Operations.
This qualifies the soldier as a
light-weapons infantryman
and as an indirect fire
crewman
Soldiers were taught to perform any of the duties in a rifle
or mortar squad.
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DOT Warns Travelers To Be Extra Careful On Thanksgiving Trips
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FRANKFORT — Many Kentuckians may still go over
the river and through the
woods to grandmother's
house" on Thanksgiving, but
things have changed.
Chances are they must
travel on a four-lane bridge to
cross the river and on a
highway to pass through the
woods, and they will not be
alone.
The roads will be especially
crowded
during
the
Thanksgiving • season and
Department of Transportation
officials warn travelers to be
extra careful on the 'trip to

ing season, 1,827 accidents occured in Kentucky. Eight of
the 648 People injured were
fatalities.
More than half of the
reported accidents last year
happened at night. Mallet
cautions drivers to make sure
headlights work and windshields are clear for the best
visibility possible while driving at night.
If mechanical problems occur while out on the road, Maffet advises motorists to get the
vehicle off the road as quickly
as possible and use some type
of warning device, flares or

belts at all times," Maffet sionally for breaks or to
said. "Families with children change drivers. At times,
too small to wear regular seat motorists tend to travel when
belts should make sure they they are really too tired to
have an approved child drive. "This is especially true
restraint system and they use of the trip home from grandit correctly."
mother's because many peoStatistics show that almost ple have a deadline to get back
70 percent of children's and they wait until the last
fatalities in car accidents minute to leave," Maffei said.
could have been avoided if a
Motorists should be aware
child restraint device had of changing road conditions
been used or used properly.
that may affect them. Drivers
Maffet advices motorists to should make accommodations
obey all posted speed limits to such as reducing speed with
make the trip safer for them approaching wet pavement,
as well as other families.
Maffet said.
Drivers should stop occaDuring the 1979 Thanksgiv-

grandmother's house this
year.
A safe trip involves planning
ahead, said Bennie Maffet,
transportation safety coordinator. "Checking to make
sure the vehicle is safe is an
important part of any trip," he
said.
The tires, brakes, exhaust
system, windshield wipers,
cooling system and lights
should all be in good condition
before starting a trip.
Once a driver is on his way,
precautions should also be
taken. The driver and all
passengers should wear seat

ing close to home. They tend to
be careless and drive too fast
because they are familiar with
the road, Maffet said.
Only 4 percent of all the accidents in Kentucky during the
last Thanksgiving season
were on the interstates. The
majority were on U. S.

flashers, to warn other cars.
While trying to get help, all
passengers should stand away
from the car in case an accident occurs. "Cars parked on
the interstate are allowed six
hours before they may be towed away by the police. Seven
days are allowed on other
roadways." Maffet said.
Families should be aware Of
safety precautions even if
grandmother lives nearby.
The majority of all traffic accidents happen within 25 miles
from home," Maffet said.
Many times people do not concentrate when they are driv-

Page Articles Published
Two articles dealing with
African history have been
published during 1980 by Dr.
Melvin E. Page, an associate
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highways, other state routes
and local streets.
on the interstate, drivers
have a greater chance to
recover from a mistake
because of the design of the
road, but the slightest mistake
on other roads can cause an
accident. Maffet said.

professor of history at Murray.
State University.
Page, who has been
teaching at Murray since 1975
and who received his doctoral
degree at Michigan State
University, is widely known •
for his research work on the
nation of Malawi in Southern
Africa.
His article, "The Great War
in Chews Society in Malawi,"
appeared in the April,' 1980
issue of the "Journal of
Southern African Studies." In
it Page relates how the Chewa
people adapted traditional
cultural institutions to resist
European demands for native
soldiers and laborers during
World War!.
In his article, "Malawians
and the Great War: Oral
History in Reconstructing
Africa's Recent Past," which
appeared in the 1980 edition of
"Oral History Review," he used an integration of written
and oral documentation to arrive at a fuller understanding
of the impact of the World War
I in Malawi.
Both articles are based on
research work supported by a
Fullbright grant while he was
teaching at the University of
Malawi from 1971 until 1974,
and by the Committee on Instutional Study and Research
as well as a Presidential
Research Fellowship at Murray State.
Page is the coordinator of
the interdisciplinary world
civilization course at Murray
State and the book review
editor of the "International
Journal of Oral History."

Education In The
80's Is Theme Of
Education Week
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"Education in the 80's
Preparation kr the Future"is
the theme of this year's
American Education Week.
Nov. 16-22.
Kentucky Educaliun
Association president Joyce
Dotson urges citizens to use
American Education Week as
a starting point for better
understanding of their schools
and for continued iiivolvement
in providing educational opportunities for all children.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. says
the observance should encourage more cooperative
relationships between professional educators and the community.
1k said. :Dui' educational_
system must strive to provide
our students with the best
possible educational facilities,
programs, and curricula. The
youth of today deserve all the
encouragement, effort, and
discipline necessary to enable
them to function as our
leaders of tomorrow."
The Murray Education
Association strives to-prOvide
these opportunities with a
varied curricula, along with
- -extra-curricular _activities for
additional personal development,a spokesman said. Community involveinent is ent.'' uKaged to bring relevance
I lio the classroom.

15 lb. kg 6249

SEE BIG JONN'S SELECTION OF
CRANBERRIES BROCCOLI, SASE,
PARSLEY CELERY HEARTS. ANDer
OYU( NIXED NUTS.

The Purchase Area
Development District's
Tourism/Matching Funds
Subcommittee will meet Nov.
24, 1980, in the Purchase Area
Development District's Conference Room at 4:00 p.m. to
review and approve applications for the Department of
Tourism's Matching Funds
Program.
The program provides matching funds to regional and
county groups for the promotion of tourism in the Purchase. The funds are available
to non-profit and tourist
organizations for the printing
and distribution of literature
and tpe use of news media to
encourage tourism business
within the Purchase.
Tourism organizatioid or
other individuals interested in
more information may call the
PADI) office at 247-7171, 5542097 or 753-8325.
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HEALTH

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frail4.es Drake —

causes of heel pain
—

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

FOR THURSDAY NOVEMBER 20 1980
What kind of day will tomorrow be' To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

You're liable to keep romantic worries to yourself,
thereby magnifying them. An
unexpected flirtation is possible on the job.
ARIES
CANCER
t Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
(June 21 toJuly 221
Financial concerns may
You'll need tact now to get
cause sonic worry. It's best along with others. Little things
not to act while uncertain. Nut could irk you. Harsh words
dubious schemes
and easily upset your feelings.
cooperate with others.
Watch hypersensitivity.
TAURUS
LEO
Apr. 20 to May 204
tei
July 23 to Aug.22) 4124:xlIf you goof off now, you'll
Loose gods need to be tied
have to catch up later on the up concerning job interests,
job. Still, others are willing to yet results may seem inhelp you out. Evening may br- conclusve. Get one thing done
ing differences of opinion.
at a time.
GEMINI
-8.4- VIRGO
( May 21 toJtine 201
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)

eri-A

e

dAlt17

np

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Free ticket
5 Cicatrix
9 Nod
12 Mine
entrance
13 Biblical weed
14 Mature
15 Decanter
17 College deg
18 Female ruff
19 Entreaty
21 Peeled
23 Overtures
27 Pronoun
28 Rooms —
—
29 SparoJd fish
31 Ship shaped clock
34 Paid notice
35 Deposit
37 Through
39 Diphthong
40 Dress border
42 Declare 44 Rent
46-Hebrew
_month
48 Equal
50 Detested
53 Small
amount
54 Perform
55 Conjunction
57 Writing tool
61 Pronoun
62 Unaspirated
64 Melody
65 Pronoun
66 King of
beasts
67 Dispatch
DOWN
1 Moccasin
2 Girl's name
3 Knight
4 Fasteners
5 Spirited

horse
6 Calcium
symbol
7 Limb
8 Harvest
9 Sterile
10 S-shaped
molding
11 Unwanted
plant
16 Musical
instruments
20 Roman
bronze
22 Part of
' to be
23 Chief god of
Memphis
24 Was borne
25 North Syrian
deity
26 Dope
30 Tell
32 Comfort
33 Touch
36 Hit lightly

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
AA

A

38 Softens
41 Substance
43 Sweet potato
45 Man's nickname
47 Exist
49 Mature
50 Mixture

12
15

G

CRASH

COMO =CCU
• MUM/ MCC
CC MCC CU
CUCUODU CC
CDC
CUM C
U DI CCM U A
U OULU
CCU
DC CUBUCCC
ME CCM CC
UCU MUM C
A CUUCC UCCCC
U CC CCU

16

51 Pain
52 Plaything
56 Portuguese
coin
58 Hint
59 Hostelry
60 Conducted
63 Negative

Don't keep harping about
the same issue. Make your
poua -- then, drop it! Unexpected good news possible on a
financial matter!
LIBRA
11Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 I —
Stay away from financial
transactions now. The picture
changes too rapidly. Others
may be insincere in proposals.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
By the time you muster the
courage to speak about what's
bothering you, you're liable to
express yourself in the wrong
way. Relax!
SAGITTARIUS
Nov.Z2 to Dec. 21 )(Iii '>
Be careful on the job
because you're not in the
mood to take kindly to
criticism. Be efficient and
others will have no reason to
complain.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
business
with
Mixing
pleasure won't produce the
results you want. Still, there
may be some fringe benefits.
Love is iffy.
AQUARIUS
t Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Home life has its ups and
downs. Business trips are
favored. Others are inclined to
make big issues out of nothing.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.2)I
A lot of big talk amounts to
nothing. Don't be fooled by
empty promises. Close allies
may be somewhat critical or
picky).

YOU BORN TODAY are
more sympathetic than the
typical member of your sign.
You like working with others
and would make somebody a
strong right arm. Attracted to
'law and politics, you may end
13
14
lip in government. Selfdiscipline allows you to make
17
18
tangible use of your strong ini21 22
tuition. You may have an af27
11110 finity for music and would also
enjoy writing and acting. You
29
31
have management ability and
i
37
39
would succeed in real estate
44
and business. Birthdate of:
Robert F. Kennedy, politi46
4
cian; Norman Thomas,
53
socialist; and Alistair Cooke,
57
TV personality.

OHICtItS Of the Murray Vocational Center Chapter of Future Business leaders of
America were elected recently. They are, left to right, front row, Dannetta Morris,
reporter, Calloway junior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marlon Morris; Tona Lovett,
secretary, Calloway senior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Lovett; Sheri Brandon,
parliamentarian, Murray junior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Brandon; back —
Tamie Blakely, treasurer, Calloway senior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Blakely; ,
Teresa Woods, vice president, Murray junior, daughter of Mrs. Jean Woods and Ulis
Woods; Cindy Carson, historian, Calloway senior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Daymond
Carson; Kim Erwin, president, Calloway senior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Dale
Erwin. Sponsors are Mrs. Brenda Nix and Mrs. Martha Crawford.

Association Faces
Charges Of
Discrimination
AARHUS,Denmark(AP) —
The Association of Danish
Dairies is facing trial on
charges of violating the nation's sex discrimination law.
Prosecutors acted when
they saw an association advertisement for publicity aides
that said applicants had to
wear skirts.
The association said one
man applied but he was turned
down.

THE

AUESIRA (3 CORN, dR

"Much more would be
done if people believed less
was impossible." -- Malesherbes.

East had a bagful of
tricks to play against
today's gullible declarer. As
28
a result, an impossible task
for the defense became an
35
34
easy one when declarer
40
41
42
went for the bait.
48 47
North used a "Texas
Transfer" over the one no
51
52
trump opening; his jump to
ADD VARIETY
54
SS
four hearts asked South to
Add a little variety to
bid spades so that South
.51
82
84
creamed corn by seasoning it might
DIES
WRITER
enjoy any advantages
Fes
67
se
with curry powder, chili of, opening lead
Writer Robert Louis Steven(a jump to
powder or oregano.
son died in 1894.
four diamonds would ask
—Siziuth to bid four hearts).
THE COMIC'
LET ME SEE WHAT
6OOK5 ARE
West's club queen went to
PIP q01) EVER REAP
COMING LOOSE FROM AW
I CAN PC..
SORR((,
declarer's ace and prospects
THIS ONE, SIR? IT"5
SIR.
looked good. Even looking
FEET MARC1E..,PA6E5
WHERE SPIPERPERSON 15
c)
at all four hands, it is diffiARE FLYING
OVER...
ON THIS BRIDGE, AND...
o
cult to see how declarer
could go set. In fact, he
o
0
a
0
couldn't. Two spade losers
0
and a diamond were all -% 0
111111i1
unless East pulled off some
o °
shenanigans thi-..1 could lead
declarer astray.
0
.5a-oe
East was Ace Mike Passell of Dallas and here's how
THE
THE PHONE ALWA*6 RINGS
the play went at the ACBL
NA NC
ANSWER
WHEN I'M IN THE TUB
Summer National chamWHY IS
IS
pionships:
THAT
SIMPLE
After taking the club ace,
IN HERE?
declarer ran his trump eight
for a finesse and Passell
won this with his ace! Next
Pasell cashed the diamond
t.16
ace and led his low
I C
‘
"P'‘
diamond.
By this time declarer
"knew" he had both key
IMO Unitor Fosture SynOluto. Inn
queens located, so he rose
with the diamond king to
' MISS BLJXLEY I GUESS
BUT MAYBE MY
repeat the trump finesse (no
AND THEY ARE
IS WEARING I SHOULD
RULES ARE TOO
sense playing hearts first
ON miss BUXL-EY
HER JEANS CHEW HER
RIGID... AFTER ALL,
for a diamond discard
AGA IN
OUT
that would run the risk of a
THEY ARE DESI6NER
ABOUT
JEANS
ruff).
IT
Passell now sprung the
big surprise. He took his
delayed spade queen and
then produced the diamond
19

23

4

5

58 5990

MARCIE!

ALL

NORTH

ONE TWEET AND THE
ROBIN IS YOUR FRIEND

I DIDN'T HAVE TO TALK
MUCH „ WHEN I TOLD YOU
WHAT WE'D SET FROM
THAT OLD MAN,,,

WEST
EAST
•3 2
•AQ6
•10 6 2
•J 9 7 5
•9 3 2
•A Q 5
4QJ9 8 7
*10 3 2
SOUTH
484
VAKQ3
•K 7 6 4
*A 6 5
Vulnerable Both. Dealer
South. The bidding:
South West
1 NT
Pass
4•
Pass
Opening lead

North East
4V
Pass
Pass Pass
Club queen

queen and South was ready
for his white coat. How else
can one go set when- a hand
is cold?
Bid with Corn
South holds

11-19-B

•AQ6
11,1 9 7 5
•A Q5
*10 3 2
North
i+

South

ANSWER: One heart Two
no trump seems attractive,
but system dictates bidding a
four card major first (my
secret vote is for two no
trump and to devil with system on this hand).
•- Send bridge questions to The Aces.
I'D Ron 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225
with sell-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply
GREASE
the musical, "Grease," was
written. by Jim Jacobs and
Warren Casey. It opened off
Broadway on Feb. 14,1972.
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By Abigail Van Buren

Smokers: Here's Your
Chance to Quit
DEAR READERS: Tomorrow will be the fourth
annual Great American Smokeout. It's a goodhumored, upbeat effort to encourage smokers to give
up cigarettes for 24 hours — just to prove to themselves that they can. It's sponsored by the American
Cancer Society on the theory that anyone who is able
to quit for 24 hours can quit forever.
According to the Gallup organization, in 1979
nearly 15 million Americans attempted to give up
cigarettes on Smokeout day. Five million succeeded
for the full 24 hours; one to three days later, 2.3
million were still off cigarettes, while another 7.8
million said they had cut down considerably.
Natalie Cole, who describes herself as a "moderate"
smoker, is the 1980 honorary Smokeout chairperson.
She has vowed to set a national example by quitting
permanently on November 20. She admits she's tried
to quit se-veral times, but failed. Natalie's father, the
beloved Nat King Cole, died of lung cancer in 1965.
He was a heavy smoker.
Sammy Davis Jr., the national honorary chairman
in 1977, tried to go without smoking for 24 hours, but
he couldn't make it.
Ed Asner, a lifelong heavy smoker, quit the habit
permanently when he became the honorary chairman in 1978. He accepted the chairmanship again in
1979 and is still clean.
So, if you're hooked on cigarettes and have been
meaning to quit, why not start tomorrow — for just 24
hours? It won't be easy, but it will be the best present
you can give yourself — and those who love you.
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DEAR ABBY: I have a wonderful hairdresser with whom
I have a standing appointment once a week. I am a busy
woman and like to get in and out of the beauty parlor as
quickly as possible. My problem is that my hairdresser is a
chatty person, and he talks with his hands! He just about
drives me crazy, waking all that time gesturing. How can I
tell him to work with his hands, not talk? No names, please.
I nefIll him more than he needs me.
IN A HURRY
DEAR IN: It's time you did a little talking. With the
voice, lady.
DEAR ABBY: I am 23. I began smoking pot at 13. By 17, I
had taken LSD and shot heroin. I have been addicted to
opiates for two years. I am on the methadone program now.
(It's a government-approved substitute for heroin, but I
have to get a fix every day.)
If just one young person reads this and takes heed, I will
feel that I have accomplished something.
The road to drugs is for fools. A kid starts because he
thinks he is being smart. Or because he wants to be "in"
with the crowd. Or because he's afraid they will think he's
chicken. Taking that first joint is the dumbest thing a kid
can do. I know. It cost me my future. I had a chance to be a
really good ball player, but I lost interest because I would
rather get high. I didn't even finish my education because I
would rather get high. Then my head got all messed up and
I didn't have a choice anymore.
Now I beat my brains out in a hot factory.
Kids, stay straight. Say no to that first joint, and when
you reach 23 you will be on top of the world. Not like me. No
money. No friends. Suicidal feelings. Needing a fix every
day.
I'm nobody to be giving advice, considering what I've
done with my life, but maybe you kids out there can learn
something from a loser.
FOOLISH

OF COURSE IT WORKS
DIDN'T YOU NOTICE
THE NEST IN
MY HAIR?

WOW! ARE THEY..
VALUABLE e

A
A

11-19-A

V'?

LIACAL „, I
DON'T-KNOW
WHY I LET
YOU TALK
ME INTO
ALL THtS.

itself
Heel spurs are discussed in
The Health Letter number 1110, Common Foot Problems
What to Do about Them,
which I'm sending you. Others
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it
to me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
It sounds like your doctor is
doing the right things. Resting
your foot is very important.
Using different types of pads
or support which changes the
weight bearing so you don't
have so much strain across
the arch is the usual
approach. The other ingredient that you need is time.
In general, I'm not enthusiastic about surgery for most
cases of heel spurs. In the first
place, it often doesn't solve
the basic problem and in some
instances it makes matters
worse.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Could
you please tell me what causes an uncontrollable itch of
the scrotum? Short of going to
a doctor, I have done about
everything I can think of for it
— sitz baths, ointments, etc.
This is the only area affected.
I've had this problem for the
last six months. I've heard
that a kidney condition could
cause this problem.
DEAR READER — To put
it plainly, the most likely
cause is "jock itch." That's
sort of like having athlete's
feet of the crotch and it's
caused by a fungus. If that's
what you have, the proper
ointments will correct it. See
your doctor and let him find
out for sure what you have
and suggest a. proper local
treatment that can clear up
the condition.
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I'M SELLING '11-4ESE
BIRD WHISTLES

I have
DEAR DR LAMB
a foot spur on my right heel.
It is very painful I have been
doctoring for three months
with no results. I have had
cortisone shots, ultrasound
and Trilisate tablets three
times a day plus aspirin. I also
wear supports. Nothing works
for me. Would you suggest
surgery? I'm 70 years old.
DEAR READER — No,
most people with heel spurs
do not require surgery. The
little bony prominence on the
bottom of the heel bone often
has nothing to do with the
pain. There are many people
who have the same kind of
heel pain that you complain
about and don't have a spur.
Others have a spur that is
clearly seen on an X-ray and
have no pain. There are many
causes for painful heels.
That's why individuals who
have such problems need an
examination by a good foot
doctor.
A common cause for such
disorders is an inflammatory
process involving the tendons
and connective tissue that
stretches across the long arch
of the foot and inserts tin the
bottom of the heel bone. One
explanation is that these tendons across the long arch are
under strain and literally pull
on that portion of the heel
bone. The pulling action may
cause a tiny fracture of
changes in the bone which can
result in a spur, as a complication of the process and not
as a cause of the problem.
In some ways it's a lot like
Osgood-Schlatter's disease
that affects the knees in
adolescence. The difference is
that it more often involves
older people and that may be
because of years of strain
across the arch of the foot

2.

WHAT DO YOU THINK 9 WORTH
A FORTUNE! NOW,,6o You
FEEL BETTiR

TRAY FAVORS — Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of the World recently presented tray favors to he
used for the patients' trays to the Long Term Care Unit of
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Sara Alexander,
watchman of the sorority, right, presented the favors to
Barbara Clapp, head nurse, left, at the Long Term Care
Unit.

DEAR FOOLISH: One who has made mistakes,
pickled himself up, brushed himself off, then tries to
prevent others from becoming victims is no loser in
my book. Too bad you'll never know how many lives
you may have saved by writing one letter.
Do you have questions about sex, love,
drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new
"What Every Teen-ager Ought to Know." booklet:
Send $2
and a long, stamped (28 cents),
self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 132
Laiiky Drive,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
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53. Services Offered

Will the beautician that got the Chimneys, all fuel, triple wall
19/9 Audi Fox Gil. one owner Loncrete and block work
Effective
OSIUBIIIIAoF,,
im- camper top from Tr City please pipe, 6")(30", $29 99, 8"x30",
Block
.
Also 1978 Gremlin, one owner garages, basements,
01.• 6••••.$
EM
driveways
$29.99, installation kit, 6",
mediately to all
call, /53-0935
sond
both in excellent condition walks, patios, steps.
free
$29.99, 8", $41 99 Wallin
FARMS MOINES
mobile
Call 435-4468
home
estimates Charles Barnett
Hardware, Pans.
BUSINESSES
5-.Tost and Found
owners that move
1966 C,orvair. 2-door, hardtop, 753-5476
SAKI AND RECREATIONAL
Lost Passport Reward offered' Glass fdescreen! Brass, black.
red can be restored easy Driveways
into Riviera Courts,
TO MAJORS
PROPERTY
and parking areas
folding thermal doors, and
767-2986
$150 1974 Cutlass Salon blue white rocked
Listings needed! Offices
REAL ESTATE
you will be given
and graded Free
mesh screen. One season old.
and white, loaded, chrome estimates
Coast
to
Wanted'
6111
-elp
/53.8080
Coast.
Buyers
Clifford Garrison,
Fits opening 33" to 36"x26" to
two(2) months rent
wheels, good shape. $1450
from
Everywhere.
RN needed. 11-7 Call collect 281/3". Simple to install Onli
firm Call 153-8495 after 6 pm 753-5429
free. UNDER NEW
"Free" Catalog.
Y.,1r I hr T
$60 (was $150 new) Call 759502 472 2522 extension 32
Ws I
For your home-care personal
1916.
Datsu n station's/ago, 30 care,
MANAGEMENT COSTOUT
REALTY
1378.
housewares and multi
3
Lob.
mpg
highway,
Michehan
ME AND LIVE WITH
Leather repair, dying, cleaning,
vitamin and mineral supplePRICED
1112 (0441.•,•, 1111
radials.
AM-FM
radio.
4-speed,
and alterations. Also saddle
ment needs, call your local kw
TO SELL
US. We also hove
PART TIME
air, very good condition. Calf vay
and harness repair. We make
753-0116
Older home with all
distributor at 753-0806
homes for rent.
153-3387
MONEY FOR
leather clothing, chaps, vests.
iften 4 pm
the extras - sun porch,
753-3280.
CHRISTMAS
For sale 1979 Pontiac Grand 'ire
tack, belts, purses, billfolds,
breakfast room, basedamaged restoration Gail
Country Living lust minutes Prix, locally owned, good conand many other gift items. Call
ment, lots of built-ins
Lam money part-time
What we do best is care
142-6677 or 527-1908
•
from
town,
dition.
241-3934.
Rally
Be
wheels.
AWstereo
ready
to
and
Central
storage.
move
while children ore in
Needline_, 753-6333
right into this immaculate 3 with tape Call 753-9694 days Fence sales at Sears now Call
school. Must be alert
Man's leather coat. nice, size"Leave logic out of this. _We're discussing gas heat, spacious
• We repair damaged picSears 753-2310 for tree
bedroom. 2 bath ranch house. .and 753-4097 evenings.
home on large lot in
38, S40. Two sport coats, nice, how to vote."
intelligent.
$15
0.0
0
estimate for your needs
featuring 4 acres of tendable 1974 Four-door
a lure frames, old or
convenient location.
size 38 long, $15 each. Call
Grand Torino,
earning
week
potential.
land Just some of the extras one owner.
•new. Non-glare and
REDUCED
Insulation blown in by Sears
753-0788.
489-2214.
Call 443-6460. An
27. Mobile Home Sales 37. Livestock-Supplies
besides good neighbors are a
TO $55,000.00
,ave on these high heating arid
•regular glass. Any size
Import Auto Salvage 1977, 2
Equal
Opportunity
Ping
pong
Emtable
with
net,
padbreakfast
bar,
ceramic
Lovely
2
B.R.,
2
Bath,
tile
cooling bills. Call .Sears. -75 (cut.
dles, and balls. Like new $50 Late model used mobile home. ARABIAN HORSES FOR SALE
bath, extra large closets, and IC Toyota: 1975 2 IC Toyota. 2310 for free estimate
ployer.
Brick just completed
for sale cheap! 753=6939 after
.CARTER STUDIO
much more, This one won't last 1974 Datsun 1200. 1919 Dat
Visitors welcome, South on
in quiet subdivision,
753 8298
304 Main
long' Hurray and cal Wendy at sun 1400: 1977 fiat 1200; all K & K Stump Removal. Do your
Sales people for personalized Two sewing machines with 5 pm.
North of Murray.
Locust Grove Road. 753-6100
need stumps removed fron.
Beautifully decorated, Spann Realty Associates 753- low miles. Call 474-2325.
Ree-Mar Arabians 753-6126
City of Murray will otter for sale- Christmas decorations. Reply cabinets, concrete blocks, Nice, 1963 Galaxy, 10x56.
your yard or land cleared ot
/724.
thick carpeting, luxone 1917 Ford. 4-door Torino, P0 Box 791. Paris. TN 38242 garden tiller; power cultivator: bedroom, central heat and air.
1971 Lincoln, 4-door. price
stumps? We can remove
chit farobe.
other fully furnished. $3500. 435- 38. Pets-Supplies
and
ury throughout, great
police car Sold as is Bids will 7. Storage Bldgs.
$450. Call 753-9710
stumps up to 24 below thi
household items. 489-2330.
4526.
room
with
fireplace.
be sealed and turned in to the
Basic and Advanced dog ohs
1967 Mustang. 82.000 miles. ground, leaving only sawdirt
Built
portable 16. Home Furnishings
City Clerk not later than 5 pm, Custom
" 28. Mob. Home Rents dience classes. Breed handling, 24x30 workshop with
$2600. 753-2862 after 6 pm. and chips. Call for frey
220
wiring,
fluorescent
November 24. 1980 City buildings. Call 753-0984.
Antique day bed. Best offer. For rent: Two bedroom trailer tracking, and protection All
1972 Plymouth Duster. slant 6. estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
lighting. Good Garden.
reserves the right to refuse any 9. Situation Wanted
753-1222
Call 753-6232.
near Murray, No pets. Call 489- breeds and ages. Professional
2-door,
new front seat. Asking or Bob Kemp. Jr 435-4319
and all bids.
instructor.
436-2858.
Leaf raking. Call 753-9137 or Commodes,
$900. Call 753-0193 after Licinsed Electrician and gas in
white. A grade, 2611.
I
753-7490.
753-8080
430.
stallation, heating installation
$43.99. Wallin Hardware, 12x60 Mobile home for, rent. Basset Hound puppies, 5 weeks
RENTAL
old, unregistered $60 females.
Seeking immediate employ- Paris,
See Brandon Dill at Dill's
Is Everyone Entitled
1975 Pontiac Bonneville. 2- and repairs. Call 753-7203.
INCOME
$70
males.
489-2710
ment in Murray area. Ex- Ladies walnut secretary 803 Trailer Court, Murray Drive-In
To His Own Belief?
door hardtop. good tires. good
PROPERTY
perienced in wholesale and South 9th St. Phone 753-1811. Theatre entrance.
For sale AKC registered Old Income property $315 00 per
759-4444. Children's Bicondition. $1150. Call 753Big seisetion
depression
retail sales. Proven perfor- MOVING SALO Bedroom suite,
English Sheep puppies Call month. Small apartment Just listed this very at.
ble Story -759-4445.
4445
building, fully rented For sale tractive modern brick
glass, a colors, all patterns,
mance For further information living room suite, dining table Two bedroom, outside city 753-2792.
limits,
$90
121
plus
South.
butter
molds,
by
Avon
owner.
bottles
Low
$20's
Call
1978
T-bird
753duplex with central
Landau. tilt wheel.
call 9-5. 753-6655.
with 6 chairs, refrigerator, deposit. Water furnished. 41. Public Sale
Coca Cola items China, old
8742.
:ruise power seats. windows,
gas heat and central
won pots dog irons mill
..-Will do sewing, alterations and stove and hood vent. All like Phone 753-5405. .
door locks, moon roof Call
Big Yard Sale! Saturday 8 fit ?.
electric cooling. Each
cans Select now tor Christ
babysitting for 1 child between new condition. 753-3_19.
489-2797 after 6 pm
furnish- 12th and Sycamore. Sponsored
partially
bedroom
Two
has
2
side
bedrooms,
RS A
mas!
OnrSears fence: ad carpet;
1-4. Call 753-0952.
hoidens & Thurman S
by Murray High Baseball
50. Used Trucks
0 kitchen, living room,
FACT
glo
Laverne Freeland
one stove: bedroom suite. 354- ed on large private lot, 3 miles Parents
Ins
e&
0
1-0:W.Opportunity 8370
east of Murray. No pets. Call
Wrapping h•
Silrm
0 and bath. Attractively
or 753-4726.
901-642-456S
1973
S
Chevrolet,
fair
condition,
Real
Estate
753-6283 after 5 pm.
0 decorated and mainSp•cielty Al
Business Opportunity. National
43. Real Estate
2 1 0 Memorial Drive
$800 435-4555
Seutitslde Court Sq. 0 tained. Mid $40's.
Company in largest field, 17. Vacuum Cleaners
Two bedroom trailers, comParis, TN 38242
STARKS 10 establishing
1978 Chevrolet. 4-wheel drive.
representatives Electrolux Sales and Service.. pletely furnished, good condi- ! V.A. Assumable loan \ Murray, Kentucky b: Phone 753-1222: KopAcross from Wal.Mart and
truck. Six cylinder, 4-speed.
753-4451
S
o HARDWARE $41 now! Low investment, high Tony Montgomery, 753-6760. tion, from $145. Call- 753- I with 91
/
2% interest on I
las Mahan Ford
0 perud Realty for full
has AM-FM Track tape. Call
........por...c....
...caocer...-...---.-return.
company.
Sound
will
8964.
time
Real
Estate Ser12th 8 Poplar 4)
• balance and $8,000.
19. Farm Equipment
498-8428 or 498-8970
buy back if not successful. Call
vice,
753-1 227
AP.
Two bedroom trailer, 1'1 miles I down, will buy this 3
WARNING!
Do
not
look
at
this
(502) 965-5387 or (502) 545- For sale: 540 MF Combine,
1970 Chevrolet pickup. 4. Leather repair. dying, cleaning,
bedroom with den,
BUNGALOW
COZY
South,
and
on
641
$150
property unless you are
same as new, only 170 hours.
3993.
wheel .drive. 350 automatic, and alterations. Also saddle
fireplace, 8 stall stock
Keep
warm
753-4699.
deposit.
prepared to buy! The first
13' grain head. $26,000. See
power steering. Call 753-9181 and harness repair. We make
barn on 11
/
2 acre land,
economically . this
1.1. Instructions
temptation is the beautifully
or call Marvin Roberts, Marion, 30. Business Rental
leather clothing. chaps. vests
or 753-8124.
located Northwest
winter
in
this
cozy
2
GALLIMORE'S
treed 15 acres The second is
Private guitar instruction. All KY, 965-4888.
tack belts. 'purses. billfolds
part of county. Call
bedrciom
bungalow
For
sale
1979
Ford
RESTAURANT
Ranchero.
the home thar consists of 3
Beginning,
styles.
in- 20. Sports Equipment
and many other gift ftennis.
Mini
Wayne at 753-1651 or
Nasal, Kentucky
GT 18.000 miles. all equip- 247-3934.
bedrooms. 2 baths, and rec located on quiet, no
termediate, advanced. Chuck's
753-5086.
Warehouse
Fresh By. Lake Catfish etwry
ment.
street.
As1
753-4124
outlet
Very
low
weekdays.
table
with
Pool
balls
and
room...The itturd is that it is
Music, 753-3682.
day 53.25 and $3.75. CounNeed work on your trees? Toppyear round utility
Storage Space
sticks, regulation size, good
lose-in.. The fourth is owner
53. Services Offered
try Nom, T•Bone Steak, Club
ing, pruning. shaping, comTutor available. Certified condition, asking $125. 753bills, and for those cool
financing
is available.. Test
Rent
For
Steak and Plate Lunches.
teacher. 3 years teaching and 1873
plete removal and more. Gall
nights, a flickering
your will power and call us at
ALUMINUM
Fresh homemade pies. Corn
753-4753
A- A L. 7" ir"
tutoring experience. Master's The Pistol Feople- Invest in a
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
fireplace adds just the
753-1492. Century 21 Loretta
pare our prices.
SERVICE
Degree and above. 436-2156.
professional tree care 753
CO.
feeling of security, largest 2000 Auto repair
right touch for comfort
South 12th of SYcomore
g lobs, Realtors
8536.
Aluminum
and Vinyl
12. Insurance
: variety, lowest priced, no heat. Call 753-8119. shop, gas
Telephone 1S3-1651
and atmosphere. AtSiding, Custom Trim
Painting - Paperhanging
P. 0. Box 381
tached 1-car garage
of Thanks
3.-Caid
.Fantastic rates on 1974 or registration or red tape in Ken- For rent. 2 large commercial
18 Ace Farm with two
Work. References,
tucky. Country Boy Store. 9 buildings
General maintenance. Free
attractively
landand
newer
across
mobile
See
or
homes.
from
M
S
U
From -the family of William
bedroom frame house 8
miles west of Hopkinsville iunc753-089 Day or
estimates. 759-1987.
huy,a9aL _New_listing. 3 bedroom. 2 full
,naptiand-shaded,_
-13.41!-•--- Stewart. Words cannot call Johnny ...William...yaw 'ttorl 'KY 164-In. HourS111......caitipus. available
acres tendable.
afterbaths,
Night.
brick veneer' home.
$34.600
at
Call
Offered
753-2967
M.F.A.
Professional sheet rock
agent.
753-0445.
express our deep felt appreciaSunday 12-5,(502)885-5914.
Granada type soil. 1-1 through Kopperud
1621 Keenland Dnve. Home
finishing, carpentry, roofing,.
tion to all who showed their 13. For Sale or Trade
Custom
made
cabinets
music
32.
Apts.
For
Rent
pool.
features
Olympic
size
Located
on 121 North.
22. Musical
Realty,711 Main.
concern during our sorrow. For
centers book cases. hutches. painting; also repair. Call (502.
Apartments for rent, near central heat and air, fireplace,
sale or trade. 1979 Jeep
$17,000.
1-354-8565 after 6 pm.
Thank you for your prayers, acts
Reasonable 436-2566
New
and
used
Baldwin
piano
system.
burglar
alarm
For
more
Wagoneer, one owner, 2000
downtown. Call 753-4109.
44.
organs, Lonardo Piano Co.,
of kindness, inspiring words, miles, full
Lots
and
Reynolds
For
Sale
aluminum products,
information
call
Purdom
&
equipment. Call
delicious food and many
'across from the Post Office, Furnished apartments, one or Thurman Real Estate. 753ALIMINUM SERVICE CO. Calf
T.V. TOWERS
One acre land in Penny com436-2427.
•
two
bedrooms,
also
sleeping
beautiful flowers. We would
Paris, TN
753-0689.
4451. Suzy
munity complete with well.
T.V. ANTENNAS
RI Al ESTATE
rooms. Zimmerman Apart- Geneva Jones Wells 753-1585.
also like to thank the am- 14. Want To Buy
753 6557
Call 812-283-6764.
Exterminating
23.
INSTALLED
Stop' For all your repair needs.
MANAGEMENT
&
PROPERTY
ments,
South
16th,
753-6609.
bulance service and hospital Handmade quilt in good condiroofing carpentry, plumbing
Ray's Antenna Service
-NMIMTIEr
45. Farms For Sale
emergency staff for your extra tion Call 759-1286
WOODED LOTH That's only
For rent 2 bedroom duplex.
and electrical work, look no
Phone 435-4165
Would you like to look around Approximately 17 acres,
ALL BUGS CALL
effort. A special thank you Max
one of the nice things about
level,
1300 Peggy Ann Drive, 492more! Call 753-9226 or 75340 ish again?. Then see this cleared,
Churchill Funeral Home for Want to buy Used mobile
this lovely home located at
372'
of
frontage.
8225.
9623. We'll do your lob large or
1517 Johnson. It includes 3 , brick home located on quiet Wiswell Road, State
your consideration shown to home, any size 527-1362
free small. All work
Highway CARPET CLEANING
Ill
• / Nice two bedroom apartment.
dune to your
street near MSU
bedrooms. living room and
lust for 1550 Priced to sell quickly. estimates, satisfied references.
our friends and our family.
Want to buy Bicycle exerciser.
only
couples
Married
satisfaction.
formal din1119 TOM. and bath.
You 3 bedrooms (large master Call 703-921-1403 after 6 pm
The family of William "Bill" - Please call 753-0806 after 4
Vibra-Vac
steam
or
dry
cleanReferences.
Call
492
Deposit.
Also has fenced bock yard and
bedroom), den with built in
Kelley's Termite
Stewart
ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning, Thinking of remodeling your
'pm
8594 after 6 Pm.
lovely patio. lots of other,.
storage unit. 2 baths all 47. Motorcycles
house? We do it all' Hawley
753-5827
Pest Control
tra s hare been added to the
redecorated
34.
Houses
with
For
paint
Rent
1977
360
cc
Honda for sale.
Bucy. 492-8120
home to make it more en
Phone 753.3914 ,
wallpaper,
panelling
LandAsking
$800 or best offer Must
Almo Heights. 2 bedroom brick
Myable. Just call, we'll pick
Wet basement? We make wet
For
that
extra
special
•
scaped
lawn
with
trees
and
sell.
Call
767-4584
you up.
carport. newly redecorated
basements dry. work completepicture that can only be
shrubs, fenced backyard for
225 L. P. Miller St.
24. Miscellaneous
Deposit and references re1978 Yamaha YZ-80. Call 753ly guarenteed Call or write
JOHN SMITH
heavy
captured
oils,
in
a
privacy.
Don't
hesitate
Call
Across From Community Center
3648 after 6 pm
Morgan Construction Co.
Fireplace inserts, automatic quired. $195. Call 502-554
753-1492
it
is:
Century
21
Loretta
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah
Open Hours
two speed blowers, see through 7138 after 4 pm
tabs. Realtors...Oh. yes, IT IS 48. Auto. Services
CARTER STUDIO • isY 42001, or call day or night.
glass doors, $499.99. Wallin Basement house and cleans:
or iced in the $40's
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
Four radial tires. like new. Call
304 Main
753 8298
shop, 2L2 miles south on 121
i 442-7026.
Hardware, Paris,
759-1310 afternoon.
on 5's acres land. Will rent
Closed Wednesday
Will do plumbing. heating
Firewood: 18-24" seasoned. seperate or together. House fur49. Used Cars
Courtney Small Engine Repair painting, roofing. carpentry
mixed hardwoods. $25 per
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30
753-7411
nished or unfurnished Very
Chain Saw Shop. 810 5 753-2211 or 159-1270
rick, delivered. Call 753-8536. low utilties. Electric heat. Has
1973 Buick Regal. sport and
ANOrND IliF Si ii
wpf,
,
i layS 0tn 7 S3!t:rday.
wheels. $995 Call 753-9710.
Firewood, oak and hickory, 18" washer and dryer. $175 plus
Will haul driveway white rock
or 24". Also custom cut sizes. deposit. Clean-up shop. $200
and Ag lime, also have any type
1976 Chevy Caprice. 4-door.
Ideal
Investment
Rental
489-2327.
of brown or white pea gravel
plus deposit. 753-1852 or 759hardtop. white with black vinyl
ROOFING
rental units located on 58
CASIO FOR SOLD & SILVER CASH FOR GOLD & SILVER -;
Also do backhoe work Cali
roof. low mileage, one owner
For sale: Portable electric com- 1422.
A BEAUTIFUL
Censmercicil
and
Resiacres
in
lake
area
6
trailers
Roger Hudson 753-4545 or
Call 753-8678 after 5 pm
se
pressor, 1 hp motor, twin For rent: 2 or 3 bedroom house,
WAY TO
dential, Shingle and
0
753-6763
; cylinder, 9 bar clamps, pipe double garage, 907 N 16th. and older honithave income of
BE PRACTICAL
1975 Cadillac Coupe DeVille
approximately $490 per mon0
Built-Ilp
Roofs. Refertype. Call 489-203.
lb
Save energy and get
clean. good condition. $2350.
492-8225.
56. Free Column
th 10 acres tendable...Pnced
sac•s, •II
it you hare been selling your
w•rh
King automatic wood heater, Nice country home. city water, in the $60's. Call 753-1492 at
think753-0900.
of
the
rut
out
of
gold rings ond silver without
Three 4 month old real pretty,
swarant•ed. 753-6581
brick lined, cast iron grates garage, garden. 4 miles east. Century 21 Loretta
ing formal living
lobs.
getting our offer you ve
1976 Chevette. Automatic, fachealthy kittens. free to good
'
Of 75 -1859.
and doors, lift off cook surface Couples, no pets. References Realtors for more information
room. Look at this
probably lost some money
tory air. low mileage Will achome 753-5048
top, model 8802B. $259.99. and lease. $175. 753-7551.
house with a liveable, cept best offer. Must sell 489Please get our offer before
**************
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
you sell It makes Dollars and
roomy "great room" 2148 after 5.30.
Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath fur
Bedroom home on*
Sense. Free Appraisals Secur
MONOGRAMS by Faye's nished house with washer and * 3
for comfortable living. 1972 Chrysler
central*
acres
with
1'2
*
New York
ltv provided
Monograms, 203 South 5th dryer. private. two miles from
Located on a corner lot Brougham. one owner,
* heat and air located*.
local,
Sellers on•I Illoy•rs of 6•1.1 Coins
Street. 753-7143.
in an excellent low mileage, best offer. 153town, $200 per month, plus * NW of Murray. Also
51.53 .-S5-$10-510
•PRESCRIPTIONS•FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
neighborhood. This is 9710
Oplow 1.004 00
Wood for sale, seasoned or deposit, no pets. 753-9213 or * included is a 2 car shop;
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
753-4110.
a 3 bedroom, 2 bath
green. 436-2758.
compressor.*
for
wired
*
1976 Chevrolet Malibu Classic,
Geld & Silver Pawn S p
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
home with ther- 4-door. Sedan,
Insulated to TVA stan-ii,'
Wheat straw for sale. Also Partially furnished 2 bedroom
305 V8, power
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
mopane windows, cen- steering, power brakes,
seasoned oak wood. 489-2630. house, North 6th. No pets. * dards. Priced to sell at*
a,'
753-7113
Deposit and lease required. * $25,500.
tral electric hital, and
on Prescriptions in Cit Limits
Free Deliv
nice
car
Call
or
753
753-9181
Services
Business
25.
-CASH FOR GOLD & SILVER CASH FOR SOLD & SIL V Ell
Call 753-9208 after 4 pm.
air. Priced in the $50's. 8124
Beautiful ink portraits from any
EXTRA GOOD INRecently listed, Phone
Quaint 2 bedroom home apphotograph. All sizes Only
COME PROPERTY,
753-1222, Kopperud
proximately
9
miles
southeast
$10.00! Call 753-2928 after 4 of Murray.
Realty, for courteous
Married couples. * near M.S.U. Home *
Real Estate Service,
References. Deposit. 492-8594. * with 6 sleeping rooms
* with common kitchen
26. TV-Radio
WORTH SEEING-,
By William R. West
Two bedroom house, l'rt miles * and living room. Also 2*
WORTH OWNING
Philco 19" color t v with on 641 South, $200 and *
4. separate apts. Total +
Beautiful home in the
stand. $125 Good condition deposit. 753-4699.
* income $.555.00 per
Two-8110's
heart of the city. Nine
Call 4354543
Three bedroom house. 4 miles * month. Priced to sell.'
Four-527's
baths,
11
2
/
2
rooms,
Wanted i Person to take up pay. out on 94 West, Southwest _* $42,500.
Twenty- Wallets
fireplaces, ones wood
Experience Not Required
merit on 4 month old remote Elementary School district. No *
,.
j....••••• 411114430
Christmas or Standard Background
burning and the other
control color t.v. Warranted,
pets. $225 per month. Call
gas. A den that is ideal
& B Music. 753-7575.
753-4406 before 5 pm.
6
"2'
:1••......
7-_;
:
7:71;
371 :
4
for a home business or
4
Only 5
27. Mobile Home Sales 37. Livestock-Supplies
entertaining
your
7::•73m
a
"."
1970 Mobile home 1240, 2 For sale: Round hay feeders.
guests. Let us show it
must
be
experienced in bedrooms with new carpet, $72.50, Mineral feeders,
to
you today, for quali$5 &posh sod $5 se delivery. Whored before Christmas Money bock guarantee.
sliding glass doors and $89.95, Stock tank de-icers. * Marray-Calitswey *
alterations.
ty is the name of this
Now Located In
Coressty RossIty
porch,with underpinning and -$19.95; Heat bulbs, $195. For *
house. Priced in the
Apply in Person Boone's Cleaners, 605 allready tied down partially all your animal health care
(502)153414* *
Old
National
Hotel Lobby
$50's. Phone Kopperud
furnished, gas heat, washer, in needs see Buchanan Feed and
311411. IUD
*
Main
all
for
753-1722
Realty,
6th
/1.
Main
*
excellent condition Call 753- Seed, Industrial Road, Murray, *
MEM* Ky. 48Int
the information.
Hews 2-7 deify, Nov. 20th through Noy. 25th
KY, 753-5378.
0480 or 437 4514 after 6 pm
IiIrWirWd-Ord,W*W9r191
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will be the fourth
okeout. It's a goodourage smokers to give
lust to prove to themvored by the American
hat anyone who is able
forever,
rganization, in 1979
attempted to give up
•'ive million succeeded
three days later, 2.3
Rs, while another 7.8
n considerably.
ierself as a "moderate"
imokeout chairperson.
al example by quitting
She admits she's tried
5. Natalie's father, the
.f lung cancer in 1965.

3W

al honorary chairman
oking for 24 hours, but

imoker, quit the habit
v the honorary chairchairmanship again in

irettes and have been
tomorrow -for just 24
MI be the best present
hose who love you.

al hairdresser with whom
rice a week. I am a busy
t of the beauty parlor as
that my hairdresser is a
his hands! He just about
ime gesturing. How can I
it talk? No names, please.
se.
IN A HURRY
little talking. With the

rnoking pot at 13. By 17,1
I have been addicted to
nethadone program now.
stitute for heroin, but I

Os and takes heed, I will
sething.
A kid starts because he
use he wants to be "in"
fraid they will think he's
the dumbest thing a kid
re. I had a chance to be a
interest because I would
s my education because I
ad got all messed up and

hot factory.
sat first joint, and when
se world. Not like me. No
igs. Needing a fix every

!, considering what I've
kids out there can learn
FOOLISH

has made mistakes.
Itself oft then tries to
victims is no lower iii
know how many lives
g one letter,

t sex, love, drugs and
Abby's new booklet:
t to Know." Send 162
I). self-addressed enet, 132 Lanky Drive,
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Fast Food Calories Counted By Ag. Dept.

MSU Freshman Studies Mussels

Kentucky Lake Scuba
Diving Dark, Different
By Dexter Slaughter
"This is the first time I've
scuba dived with almost zero
visibility," Murray State
University freshman Garry

Pharris said when he compared Kentucky Lake with his
experiences in the Coast
Guard.
Pharris, a 26-year-old
fisheries biology major from

ADVENTURES — Carry Pharris, a 26-year-old freshman
at Murray State University, spent four years in the Coast
Guard and took advantage of every minute of it. A native
of Merrimack, N.H., he recalls some interesting experiences he had while traveling around the world, but
makes it clear he is not finished yet.

New Hampshire, has been collecting mussel samples this
semester for a biology department study funded by the Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources.
"Kentucky Lake is so
black," Pharris said, "I can
barely see 10 inches in front of
me. I have to do everything by
touch."
In New England, where
Pharris got his underwater
skills seven years ago, scuba
diving is popular even during
the winter, when water is completely covered with ice.
"We just drilled a hole,"
Pharris explained, "tied a
rope around our waist, and
jumped in. It's a Little bit more
dangerous, but! enjoyed it."
Pharris joined the Coast
Guard in 1976 and took advantage of the opportunity to
scuba dive almost everywhere
he went: the Everglades, the
Gulf of Mexico,the Caribbean,
the Pacific coast of Mexico,
New Zealand, the antarctic,
Japan, Hawaii, and back in
New England.
In Japan, he learned underwater photography and
managed to get some pictures
of a few sharks.
-Those shots were a little
out of focus. I was in
somewhat of a hurry at the
time."
Pharris said that in the antartic, animals are unafraid
and sometimes even friendly
around humans.
"When they saw us breaking
through the ice, about a halfdozen penguins slid across on
their bellies and poked their
noses into the boat to check us
out. Then a whale popped out
of the water and got into the
act. Later, we walked through
a rookery of about a million
penguins. I had a lot of wild
experiences down there. If I
got a chance, I'd definitely go
back."'
In the Everglades, he did
some more underwater
photography and got interested
in
wildlife
photography, a hobby he still
pursues when time permits.
Pharris got out of the Coast
Guard this summer and
enrolled at Murray State this
semester. He isn't sure what
he wanti to do when he gets
out of school but, "Wherever I
go and whatever I do, for the
rest of my life, I want to do it
from thedeck of a boat."

RANDOLPH E.SCHMID
Associates; Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) -- A
Cheese Whopper has more
calories than a Big Shef,
which has more than a Big
Mac. Add french fries and a
chocolate shake to any of the
three, a new Agriculture
Department study says, and
the calorie count tops 1,000.
And that's without sauce.
sauce
special
The
McDonald's puts on a Big Mac
adds 105 calories; the mayonnaise Burger King ladles onto
a Whopper, 159 calories, the
study found.
That gives one such fastfood meal about half the daily
calorie intake recommended

for a 160-pound man.
The study compared the
products of three major
chains, McDonald's, Burger
King and Burger Chef, and
concluded they vary widely in
calories and cholesterol content. Samples were purchased
at outlets in the Maryland surburbs of Washington.
A Whopper with cheese has
589 calories, compared with
470 in Burger Chef's Big Shef
and 425 in a Big Mac,the study
said.
The report said nutrient
composition is likely to be
vary even more between simple sandwiches, such as hamburgers and cheeseburgers,
and special sandwiches.

The Burger King hamburger, for example, contains'
270 calories and 40 milligrams
of cholesterol while its Double
Beef Whopper has 662 calories
and 175 milligrams of
cholesterol.

cheeseburgers, the department said, the condiments added by all three chains normally amount to fewer than 20
calories.
Although
potatoes
themselves contain little or no
fat, a serving of french fries
averaged about 12 milligrams
of cholesterol, indicating the
use of animal fat in deep
fryers, the department said.
Deserts did not vary as
much in nutrient content as
sandwiches did.

And while McDonald's hamburger averages 260 calories
and 33 milligrams of
cholesterol, the Quarter
Pounder with cheese has 559
calories and 110 milligrams of
cholesterol.
Burger Chef's hamburger
has 235 calories and 35
milligrams of cholesterol,
while its Super Shef has 529
calories and al milligrams of
cholesterol.
On regular hamburgers and

The number of calories in
McDonald's apple turnover,
for instance, was 287, compared with 269 in Burger
Chef's and 238 in Burger
King's Cholesterol content

was 17 milligrams in the
McDonald's pie, five in the
Burger Chef one and three in
Burger King's.
Hal T. Stover of the department's nutrient composition
laboratory, who supervised
the survey, said fast-food products "offer a unique opportunity" to gather data on fat
content by reducing variations
in food preparation methods,
eating habits and the portions
of meals thrown away.
Slover said the study was
not intended to judge the
quality of one product over
another. "We don't recommend what people should eat
and we don't make judgments
as to whether diets are good or
bad," he said.
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P.N. HIRSCH & CO.

SMALL DEPOSIT
HOLDS PURCHASE!
NO FINANCE CHARGE!

Floral
Blankets

I
f

100%
Acetate
Nylon Binding
Values to $9.00

Sale Price
$699

Reg.
Reg. $2. M
Reg. 31.29 Maatching Hand
Tovvel.
tching
$7.64
Wash
Cloth 31.04

%leak's®

steavveggs
SERVED ANYTIME

You get a tender, char-broiled breakfast
steak, two large fresh eggs,cooked the
way you like 'em,golden hash browns
or grits and hot, buttered toast
with jelly. A delicious meal for
a very special price.

Men's Hooded

THRU DEC.6

.

700%

Acrylic

Hooded
Sv
veaters

$427
Sweat

$349

Girls

Save Now on 70"x60" Surefit
Machine Washable
697
70"x90"
897
70"x120"

5

88 With Zip
Sizes 4 6X

Fronts

7J4

Fruit of Loom
Boys Thermal
Underwear

Crib

Shirts
Zip Front, Muff Pocket

Blankets
$2
99

100% Acrylic
Reg. $2.99

$949

Size 6-16
Sale$249
Diamond

Cotton Maid

Aluminum

Spray

Foil
Ft
Sq.
25

One of Jerry's Best...for lep.

Jea

ifec®

RESTAURANTS
South 12th Street

39!

990

Baby Loves a Welsh
Kin
'
Pun

Starch

Seat
Our Regular749
$9.50

7

22 Oz Can

'16+" CHARGE IT! 1115.21114.

P.N.HIRSCH a Co.
an INTERCO componv

Olympic Plaza, Murray
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